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ABudget at impasse
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Senate's top leader today
blamed an impasse over the state
budget on Gov. Brereton Jones.
House and Senate conferees
were back behind closed doors,
trying to bridge a considerable
gap. The Senate is demanding a
tight budget, devoid of new construction projects; House negotiators have a long list of projects
they want.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said today it was a conflict
created by the governor.
Jones sent the General
Assembly a proposed budget
loaded with projects and programs but based on taxes that had
not been passed, Rose said in a
news conference.
To make matters worse, the
administration's math was wildly
off the mark, he said.
In the House, where the budget
hill has to originate, legislators
were under a lot of pressure" to
keep projects, Rose said.
"I don't think you can fault
the House for wanting those projects in there because their votes
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were predicated on those projects
being in there," Rose said.
The impasse even upset the
General Assembly's schedule.
House and Senate sessions
were canceled today and rescheduled for Friday. That was to buy
time for a bifftet agreement,
which could not have been put to
a vote today, anyway.
The legislature has already met
58 days — the Kentucky Constitution limits it to 60 — and needs
to hold at least one day in reserve
to act on any Jones vetoes.
The House wants to find at
least S50 million to finance construction projects at state parks,

universities and convention centers, among others. Senate negotiators want to limit construction
spending to repair and renovation
of existing buildings.
"The hang-up is the projects.
We're down to that one issue,"
Rep. Marshall Long, chairman of
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said Wednesday night.
Rose said conferees first must
find $13 million to balance the
budget. After two days of furious
negotiations, the budget remained
that far out of balance, he said.
Adding to the mix, the House
held up action on a health-care
reform bill, trying to get leverage
with the Senate. It had no apparent effect.
Rose noted that the budget
would be $173 million out of
balance without the health care
bill because it contains a $160
million health care "provider
tax" to help pay for Medicaid.
House Speaker Joe Clarke
today predicted a budget agreement, after which "everything
else will fall into place," including the health care bill.

STACEY CROOK/edger & Times photo

Sarah Burkeen goes through preschool screening at Calloway County Preschool Center Tuesday. Burkeen
tells Jean Cooper what color the various blocks are.

II See Page 3

Locals help
tornado victims

Kerley says
he'll work
By AMY WILSON
Staff Wilier
If Dr. James Kerley becomes the next president of Murray State
University, he pledges to roll up his sleeves and get to work.
"The timing is right for me to come to MSU," Kerley said. "You
need my type of leadership. If I didn't believe it, I wouldn't be
here."
Kerley, who has been president of Hopkinsville Community College since 1989, spoke to campus groups Wednesday.
"He's a bundle of energy and a determined fellow," said search
committee chairman Sid Easley.
Kerley said he has a "walk-around management style" and
believes- in "one-on-ones."
In his discussions, Kerley emphasized the importance of trust,
which is developed through communication.
"It takes all of us to make an institution run and the key thing is
trust," Kerley said. "You have to gain trust by getting to know people. I will genuinely listen to you."

to make this trip to Alabama
because of the high death and
destruction rate. She said she
does not think younger drivers
are prepared for that.
"We're excited about using the
truck," she said. "But we're not
excited about going to
Piedmont."
The Days will check in at Red
Cross headquarters in Huntsville,
but they expect to work in
Piedmont.
Coping with such a disaster is
difficult for volunteers as well as
victims.
"You just hope you get through
it," Ruth said.
She said 13 counties have been
hit hard by storms in northeast
Alabama. Numerous deaths and
hundreds of injuries are attributed

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

AMY WILSON/Ledger & Times photo

Dr. James Kerley, right, speaks with members of the community.

• See Page 2

Just 17 hours after being put
on alert Red Cross volunteers
Ruth and Mel Day began packing
their bags for the trip to tornadoravaged Alabama.
While responding to natural
disasters is not new to the Days,
who have aided those in need
more than 25 times in 15 years,
the local Red Cross chapter is
sending a new vehicle.
The national disaster-response
truck is capable of holding 500
meals and is equipped with a
first-aid station.
The Calloway chapter of the
American Red Cross took delivery of the truck in mid December. Drivers have been
training on the vehicle since then.
Ruth said she and Mel decided • See Page 2

Hometown mourns old friend
.

STACEY CROOK/Ledge. & Times photo

Motorists traveling on Poplar Street will not have to stop at the
Intersection of 13th when a city council ordinance becomes effective
tomorrow eliminating the four-way stop. In addition, 13th Street will no
longer be one-way from Poplar to Vine. Parking will be allowed on the
west side of the street. Police ask motorists to beware of the changes
and keep in mind other drivers may not be familiar with the changes.

NOTICE
•The Calloway County Courthouse
and Miller Courthouse Annex will both
close at noon tomorrow in observance of
Good Friday
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By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— It never mattered to Lee Davis
that William Natcher was among
the most powerful men in Congress. She'll mourn his death as
an old friend who never forgot
his Kentucky roots.
Natcher, who capped a 40-year
House career as chairman of the
Appropriations Committee and
never missed a vote until illness
felled him last month, died Tuesday of heart failure at 84.
"There's going to be a lot of
people here who miss him, and
not because of politics," said Ms.
Davis, who owns a tobacco shop
downtown and counts her family's friendship with Natchcr's by
generations. "It's for things like

SPORTS
III Murray State football coach Houston
Nutt will begin his second spring prachce looking lora quarterback atter
freshman Cory Rodney left the IOW
Spring practice begins on Friday.

Page 9

record of 18,401 consecutive
House votes — something
nobody had done in more than
200 years — and never accepting
a campaign contribution, not even
from his dear friend Bailey
Butler.
Butler was a teen-age country
boy when Natcher hired him for
25 cents a day to escort him
through rural Warren County and
open farm gates for him in his
1938 race for county attorney.
About 30 years ago, as Natcher
faced a re-election challenge,
Butler sent him $250.
WILLIAM NATCHER
him stopping his car and getting
out to help somebody fix a
fence."
Natcher took pride in his

F-7
- 11EETINGS•
• The United Way of MurrayCalloway County Board of Directors
will meet Thursday at 6 30 p.m in the
Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry
and Technology

don't accept contributions,
period."
Natcher became an anachronism in politics, spending only
about $7,000 of his own money
to win his last race in 1992. He
drove himself from town to town
to meet voters, never used television ads and never hired a press
aide. Television reporters who
could coax him on-camera had a
scoop.
"That just wasn't his style,"
said James Grimes, Natcher's
back-home barber and a friend of
25 years. "You never saw him
come in here and say he'd been
to President Johnson's ballroom
dance or anything like that."
Natcher knew nine presidents

"You know what he did? He
sent that check right straight back
to me and told me very plain, 'I
do not accept contributions. Now
if you want to give it to the
Democratic Party, OK, but I •See Page 2
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A native of Cro.:;sville. Tenn..
Kerley said his farming back
ground prompted him to purile
his education.
"I come from a low to middk
income farming family and I
know what it is like to take up
hay when it is 85 degrees," he
said. "It's not a step down for the
university to hire a cotrimunity
college president. 1 can wort in
this environment and I am r
proven product."
Kerley said he thinks people 31
Murray State are asking for
sorneone to Wien.
"A president has to be working
and people in the community
need to see the president out in
Aurch and in the schools." he
said. "You need a strong president who is not afraid to speak
out.
"I've told the regents that ill
am offered the job. I would
expect to run the day-to-ds)
operations," he said. "I am not a
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puppet as a Mr* aad I'll never
work that way."
In each of the four sessions.
Kerley was asked about the
importance of funding athletics
-I think athletics are part of the
uniersit) and pan of the community," he said. "They are
another way to market the university. I wouldn't strip the academic departments to support the athletic program.
"Instead. I would encourage
the athletic department to get out
and raise some money." he said.
Kerley pledged to begin a $20
to S30 million capital construction campaign if selected as
president.
"I'm going to be out knocking
on doors and having 'friend.
raising breakfasts,— Kerley said.
"We need strong marketing initiatives, as well as strong allegiance in management style to
break down the walls."
He urged MSU groups to contact people in Hopkinsville and
check his his background.
"I'm a risk taker at times and
I'll come in and suggest we do
things differently." he said. "I get
a little impatient when things
move slowly. I'm not perfect, but
you're not going to get a perfect
person. Murray State needs some
peace and some consistency and I
think I am the right match for the
unversity."

•Mourns... FROM PAGE 1
during his 20 terms, starting with
Dwight Eisenhower. President
Clinton visited Natcher a few
weeks ago at Bethesda Naval
Hospital. As leader of the committee that decides how government money is spent, Natcher
wielded enormous power.
You'd never know it when he
came home for a break.
"We'd talk about all kinds of
things. He was a fisherman so he
liked to talk about fishing. Fie
was a farmer so he liked to talk
about farming. Just things ordinary people talk about," Grimes
said.
Natcher grew up in Bowling
Green, where his family grew
tobacco and other crops and stayed there to attend Western Kentucky University. He earned his
law degree in Ohio and came
buck home to start his practice.
Hi5 defense of the tobacco
industry won him even more loyalty in his western Kentucky district as the government moves to
restrict smoking, Ms_ Davis said.
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MURRAY POLICE
March 29
•A Mayfield woman was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment of injunes after being hit by a
car on South 12th Street at approximately 12:50 p.m. Sylvia
Sanert, 54, was attempting to cross 12th Street from the west
side when she was hit by a vehicle driven by Ruby Jewell, 85,
Johnson Street in the far east lane near Benson's Sporting
Goods

•Locals help...
FROM PAGE 1
to the spnng storm that pounded
the southeast Sunday.
"There is wide-spread damage," Ruth said in a telephone
interview shortly before she and
her'husband left. She is the local
disaster chairwoman.
The Calloway team is one of
two Kentucky units responding to
the disaster. Day said a national
truck from Louisville has also
been called out.
Seven shelters have been set
up in five counties.
"This_ is going to be a rough
one," Day said. "We'll be working with people who have lost
several family members."
Ruth said it is more difficult to
deal with the loss of life than
property.
"There is such a high number
of deaths in a small community,"
she said of Piedmont, population
6,000.
Perhaps one of the most devestating remaillis from a twister is at
Goshen United Methodist
Church, located in a small community near Piedmont, where at
least 20 people died and 90
injured when the church collapsed during the morning
service.
The minister's 4-year-old

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The
PLO and Israel signed an agreement today on sending foreign
observers to the West Bank town
of Hebron and the immediate
resumption of peace talks on an
Israeli withdrawal.
The agreement was signed by
the chief negotiators, Nabil
Shaath of the PLO and Israeli
Maj. Gen. Amnon Shahak.
A PLO official close to the
talks said the agreement came
after the two sides seuled the difficult issue of international
observers in Hebron, site of the
Feb. 25 mosque massacre that
halted the main peace talks.
The .PLO dropped its demand
for Putting Palestinian police in
the town. In exchange, Israel
agreed to double to 160 the number of foreign observers it would
allow in Hebron, the official said,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The observers, who will be
allowed to carry ,pistols, will
come from Norway, Denmark
and Italy.
The agreement was signed on a
table covered by a white cloth.
On the table were paper cups and
containers of Israeli orange juice,

(502)7534450
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Eagle's Nest
Clubhouse

daughter was among the victims.
Another church just six miles
away was demolished, but worshippers hiding in the basement
escaped serious injury. Thirty
miles west of Piedmont, a twister
tore through another church and
left dozens injured.
Homes across Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and the Carolinas
were destroyed in the violent
thunderstorms.
The early -spring storms
claimed at least 44 lives in all.
Ruth said she and Mel will be
on call for at least three weeks,
but she expects to be home
before then.
Tornadoes are most likely to
strike from March through May,
according to Walter Zaleski of
the National Weather Service. In
March 1984, 22 tornadoes
slammed into the Carolinas, killing 57 people and injuring more
than 1,200, he said.
The Piedmont mayor's office
says people who want to assist
tornado victims at_Goshen United
Methodist Church 'thOuld send
contributions to:
Disaster Relief Center, in care
of Piedmont Jaycees, P.O. Box
342, Piedmont, AL 36272
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Mideast peace talks resume
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apparently brought in so the
Israeli delegates could keep
Kosher during the Jewish holiday
of Passover being celebrated this
we4ek.
The main talks on limited
Palestinian self-rule - in the Gaza
Strip and Jericho in the West
Bank have been halted since the
Jewish settler massacred 30 worshipers in a Hebron mosque. The
PLO had refused to restart the
talks until it got security guarantees for Hebron.
A joint statement issued after
the signing said the Israeli and
Palestinian delegations reached
'an agreement on security
arrangements for Hebron and on
the immediate resumption of the
Gaza and Jericho area
negotiations."
The statement today said the
agreement called for a 4emporary
international presence in Hebron.
It also included the gradual
movement of Palestinian police
into Gaza and Jericho starting
next week. That could be even
before a final agreement was
reached on Israeli withdrawal and
establishment of Palestinian
autonomy.
The statement said the two
sides had "an agreed agenda" to
accelerate the Gaza-Jericho talks
"with the objective of making up
for lost lime."
The formal signing of the
Hebron agreement was held up
more than three hours while
negotiators met this morning. The
delay was apparently a disagreement on whether a specific paragraph should be in the agreement
itself or in an invitation to foreign observers.
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Child abuse case among hectic Circuit Court docket
By STACEY CROOK
Stat1 Writer
The .mother of an allegedly
abused child and her boyfriend
pleadeal not guilty to charges of
criminal abuse last Friday in Circuit Court.
Jame Renee Morrison, 31, of
Murray and David Vaughn, 47, of
Dexter were arrested on grand
jury indictments March 16. Both
arc free on S25,000 cash bonds.
Following a June pre-tnial conference, the two will appear in
court June 24 to enter a plea Or
ct the case for trial.
According to Murray police
Det. Dean Alexander, the investigating officer, Vaughn allegedly
hit Morrison's child several
times, which left severe bruises
on the child's back.
Morrison was also charged
with abuse because she allegedly
allowed the beating to occur.
Others appearing in court
included Saundra Lamb Clinton,
the 41-year-old Hazel woman
charged March 2 with the murder
of her mother and attempted murder of her brother and nephew.

An additional $7,000 cash was
to be posted within 30 days (from
March 16). Attorney Mike Pittman said Clinton will be unable
to post the 57,000 cash and ask
the title continue to stand as
bond. Buckingham agreed.
In addition, Clinton was
ordered not to contact her
brother, Gary, or his son. Nor
siill she be allowed to drive by
their home or be on or around
their property.
Clinton was charged with the
murder of 62-year -old Mildred
Dodd following a Nov. 29 arson
fire in their home on Squire Holland Road in which Dodd died of
smoke inhalation, according to
state police and coroner reports.
The Tennessee man charged
with stabbing three Murray State
University students was arraigned
on three counts of first-degree
assault charges in connection
with the December altercation.
Curtis Cavette pleaded not
guilty and will appear June 24 to
enter a plea or set the case for
trial.

Clinton appeared with her
attorney to ask Judge David
Buckingham to continue her
'bond. In the original bond was
set at S100,000 cash. Clinton was
allowed to post 10 percent by
paying S3,0(X) cash and surrendering the title to a late-model
pickup truck.

The following cases were disposed of Friday in Calloway Circuit Court:
•Bunice Bivens. 35, and Terry
Burnett, 39, both of Rt. 6 Murray,
entered a pre-trial diversion
agreement on charges of welfare
fraud in which they agree to pay
jointly $50 per month on a
S3,000 balance.
*Michael Coleman, 40, Rt. 2

Murray, pleaded guilty so a plea
agreement to charges of cultivating five or more plants of manjuana. The commonwealth's
attorney's office recommended he
serve Wi years in Jail.
•Algie Graves, 43, Cherry
Street, pleaded guilty to fourthoffense driving under the influence. A 2A -year jail term was
recommended.
*Kevin Max Hutson, age and
addresss unavailable, pleaded
guilty to charges of simple nonsupport, which were amended
from flagrant non-support. He
was sentenced to 12 months in
jail, which was probated on the
condition he remain current on
payments and employed.
*Orville Hutson, 55, Rt. 1
Murray, can be sentenced to three
years in jail after he pleaded guilty to fourth-offense driving under
the influence and first-offense
operating a motor vehicle on a
DUI suspended license.
*Roy William Kendall, 30, Rt.
1 Hazel, pleaded guilty to
second-degree robbery. His
recommended five-year jail term
was probated for three years.
*Terry Knight, 34, Murray
Manor, pleaded guilty to thirddegree burglary, two counts of
theft by unlawful taking over
$300, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphrenalia. The Commonwealth-recommended he serve a total of three
years each on the theft and burglary charges and 12 months on

each drug charge, which would
run concurrently. However, that
time was probated for five years
on the condition he attend an
alcohol program, GED program
and make restitution.
•Ted Leopard, 20, Lebanon,
pleaded guilty to charges of trafficking drugs within 1,000 yards
of a school. His sentence will run
concurrent with other cases.
*George O'Neal, 39, Junction
City. Kan., pleaded guilty to flagrant non-support. The commonwealth's attorney recommended a
five-year prison sentence be
probated.
*Terry Oatman, 36, South
Ninth Street, pleaded guilty to
four counts of theft by deception,
four counts of second-degree
forgery, and theft by failure to
make required disposition. A
recommended two-year sentence
was probated for five years.
*Richard Stinson, 27, Rt. 3
Murray, pleaded guilty to six
counts of theft by unlawful taking
and possession of burglary tools.
The Commonwealth recommended a one-year sentence on
each count to run concurrently,
and that he receive drug and alcohol counseling and pay
restitution.
*William Harrison, 48, Metropolis, Ill., pleaded guilty to
amended charges of simple nonsupport. The charges will be discharged if he stays current on
child support payments.
*Christopher Downs, age and

address unavailable, pleaded guilty to charges of third-degree
burglary in connection with a
1992 break-in at Roy's Pharmacy. He was sentenced to four
years in prison. Charges of con-

tempt of court and promoting
contraband were dismissed on the
recommendation of the commonwealth attorney.
Final sentencing on each Lase
will be April 22.
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II Budget...
FROM PAGE 1
Rose did not rule out throwing
construction back on the negotiating table. "I'm not against those
projects. Every one is worthy,"
Rose said. "I think we're all
receptive if money can be
found."
But Rose defended the
Senate's hard line on construction
spending. Committing to build
several hundred million dollars of
projects with debt service over 20
years "puts the budget in '96 in a
very precarious situation," he
said.
Long, D -Shelbyville, said
House members will scrounge
through'thebudget to find $50
million to cover bonding cost for
financing about $500 million in
construction.

One possibility "Wourd be -tosiphon money from a budget
reserve trust fund, then find other
money to replace it, Long said.
Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman
of the Senate's budget committee,
said that would be like raiding a
savings account to pay an ongo- —

"one-time
ing .mortgage
money to pay for bonds."
Long acknowledged "it's a
shell game, but we're into shell
games now."
Moloney said the 12 budget
conferees rejected the idea out of
hand.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
V14 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2180
Hwy 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

E YOU
BEF
CLIMB THE WALLS
GET SOME
GOOD ADVICE.
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Before you buy any other paint, visit us. your Pittsburgh- Paints dealer.
You'll get everything you need to do the job right. Including plenty of expert
advice, the right tools and great prices-0the best paint. Pittsburgh Paints.
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30 Gallons of(conoco)Gasoline, Four Cases
(conoco)Oil, s20.00 groceries, & many other prizes.

PITTSBURGH
PAINTS INTERIOR
CEILING PAINT

Prices Good thru AprIl 4

,SPECIAL PRICES;
12 pk. - mg $369

Lay's 6 oz. bag - reg $1 39

2
COKE PRODUCTS $99

POTATO CHIPS

Turner gal - reg $2 75

Quart (limit 6) - reg $1.69

2% MILK
Turner 1/2 gal - reg $1.99

ORANGE JUICE

$2"
$1.19

99'

PITTSBURGH
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HOUSE & TRIM

s23811
Whits or Pastel

CONOCO OIL

$119

2 liter (limit 3) - reg $1 39

79.'

DIET COKE
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o

YOU WORK TOO HARD
TO PAINT WITH ANYTHING LESS?"

BREAKFAST SPECIAL:
2 Eggs (any style), Bacon or Sausage, Gravy & Toast or Biscuits$149

• Insulated Thermal Cup
with $8.00 gas purchase

FREE

• 34 oz. Travel Cup

When you apply for a Conoco credit card

Hwy. 94 - 6 mi. West of Murray at Lynn Grove

at CINDIT-4111111 Low rem
m- Ile 110sion
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43
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(conoco)
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FROM OUR READERS
Tobacco tax plan 'makes no sense'

Secrecy past its usefulness:
Reporters are a nosy bunch
We're paid to be.
We're not very patient. We're
not paid to be
Yet, there is one local story
we've been patient about and
that's tfre search for a new president of Murray State University.
Local reporters haven't bugged
the committee members weekly
about the process nor has anyone
tried to pry the identities of candidates from their pale, cold lips.
Recruitment for any job isn't
easy and the need for some level
of confidentiality is understood.
However, the need has passed.
Since last week, we have tried
to determine the motivation
behind the secrecy.
Why keep the names secret at
this point? Why the vagueness
about the process?
We aren't the only ones asking
this question. The faculty and
staff have questions of their own.
In less than a week, I have
watched what started as a crevice
grow into a cavern.
On one side stand the media,
faculty and staff and across the
great divide stands the search

will react to this kind of secrecy.
And, no, the local reaction is
not unique.
Recently, the Lansing State
Journal sued the Michigan State
University board of trustees over
its process for hiring a new president. The faculty at Metropolitan
State College in Denver did the
same thing when they were
denied access to applicant files.
During Tuesday's Faculty
Senate meeting, it was clear the
senators did not understand why
names for their faculty positions
are made public while a presidential candidate can be granted
confidentiality.
The reply Senate President
Nancey France received from
John Kuhnle, our consultant, is
quite revealing — presidential
candidates have more to lose than
faculty.
The search committee claims it
must protect the privacy of the
candidates. Faculty Regent Frank
Julian told Tuesday's group two
of this week's candidates would
not have shown up if their names
had been released early.
When asked if Dr. David Gearhart (candidate #1) and Dr.

He was quoted in the Octobesk
issue of Quill: "I think, frankly,a
it's a ploy by the search finns.i
They have this file of candidates,
and they peddle it all over the,
country. Once you know what's
in their files, they don't have.)
anything to peddle anymore."
Secrecy and evasiveness breed
suspicions. We already have a.
population explosion of that on
campus now.
I also can't understand why the
search committee would want
negative publicity, not to mention
growing frustration among faculty and staff.
Julian presented the full board.
of regents Tuesday night with the
faculty resolution requesting
names of candidates at least three
vsio
sirtksi.ng days before their campus

Robert Altenkirch (candidate #21
had requested anonymity, Julian
said he didn't think he should
answer.
He didn't have to. Dr. Wayne
Beasley asked them and they
both denied that they had
requested such confidentiality.
Julian suggested that they both
told Beasley one thing and the
regents something else.
Very interesting!
The faculty also brought up
However state law prohibited
another issue — affirmative
discussion of any issue not
action.
already on the agenda.
So far, all three candidates
But does the search committee
look as if they were produced
need
a special regents meeting to
from an ideal presidential candibreak the code of silence?
date cookie cutter. They are all
lithe members wanted to publwhite males between the ages of
icly address the issue, couldn't
41 and 45 born in the South and
they call their own special meetMidwest.
ing to resolve the problems or at,
Without a list of candidates • least to show they want to be
there is no way for the public to open to faculty concerns?
know what diversity the commitBoy, I'll bet the staff can't
tee considered in making its
wait to elect their regent this
selections.
slimmer.
But who are we really
Shared governance?
protecting?
I don't think so.
Lansing State Journal editor
Growing frustration, suspicions
Zack Binkley fears it is the conand resentment?
sulting firms.
You betcha.

Dear Editor:
Tobacco growers across the nation are bristling up in response to a
health care reform measure passed by the House Ways and Means
Subcommittee that intends to raise about S16 billion a year through a
massive increase in the federal excise tax on cigareues. The bill would
raise the current 24 cents per pack federal excise tax on cigarettes by
$1.25 for a new federal excise tax of SI.49 per pack.
Ironically. the bill also would earmark S100 'million to "retrain"
tobacco growers for other lines of work, which the subcommittee felt
they would need when the projected 21 percent decrease in the tobacco
grower sector has the American tobacco industry as a result of the
"monster" tax.
•••-••
It makes no sense 10._raiSe excise taxes and put productive tobacco
tamers out of business only to turn right around and allocate funds to
train them for other lines of work. Tobacco growers enjoy being the
productive,taxpaying citizens they are now and they are not interested in
going on welfare or public assistance programs.
Tobacco-growers neither want nor need to be "retrained." In fact, the
committee.
idea is insulting and demeaning to many tobacco growers who already
The interesting thing is that we
feel like pawns in the health care reform movement. And who is going to
(taxpayer money) have paid
grow the other crops tobacco farmers grow whik they are being
$25,000 plus expenses to a conretrained?" It is ridiculous to use taxpayer money to manipulate the
sulting firm that has advised the
livelihoods of those who work so hard to produce a legal crop for a
committee to keep us in the dark.
liv•ing.
•
This hot shot firm-sold itself
• Tobacco growers also strongly oppose the many negative ramificabased on the expOrienc6 of its
tions of the proposed retraining program. Grow ers see the proposal as an
consultants in previous searches.
expensive way to accomplish nothing. Another government bureaucracy
Therefore, it knows how' faculty
would have to be created and funded to administer such a program.
and staff, as well as the public,
Tobacco farmers have a lot of money invested in land, quota and
specialized tobacco-producing equipment that no one seems to have
taken into account. Even if the enure S100 million was used to retrain
over 150,000 tobacco growers, it would mean less than S700 per person.
What kind of meaningful career education or training can you receive for
that amount of money?
But, then again, someone could point out that, being in Virginia,
March 213. The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss.. on
In spite of the valid arguments growers have against the retraining
Wh(tewater:
Washington still is a relatively small, Southern town, where (shhhh!
proposal, the bottom line is that they like what thes. do and simply want
The big, national pundits have gone to the mountaintop of the
Don't let the cat out of the bag) all the movers and shakers not only
to fill the demand for the world's finest tobacco without taking taxpayer
Whitewater "scandal" — Little Rock, Ark. — and found it to be "a
do business with one another, but know each other, too.
dollars.
confluence of power and money."
Scandalous It's District of Columbia-gate!
One other thought the proposed S1.49 per pack tax brings up is this: If
Wait a second. Let's get this straight. The Washington media are
the so called do-gooders want to tax tohacc-o out of existence and at some
surprised that in a relatively small (by Northern standards), Southern
time expect to pay for health care in this country, isn't that sort of like
March 25, The Daily News, Longview, Wash., on immigcity as Little Rock that the bankers and the lawyers there not only did
killing the goose that lays the golden egg? You can't have your cake and
rattan asylum:
business with one another but knew one another? Why, horrors! ...
eat it too!
Immigration Judge Kendall Warren in Portland (Ore.) made the Boy, it would probably just give all those Washington pundits the
Danny McKinney, Chief Executive Officer
right decision in allowing Lydia Oluloro, a Nigerian national, to
vapors to know the really big, big scandal, that a lot of these movers
Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association
remain in the United States. Oluloro had sought asylum on grounds
and shakers are actually related to one another! ...
P.O. Box 860. Lexington 40587
that her daughters, ages 6 and 5, would be subjected to genital mutilaYou don't live in a small, Southern place ... for six or seven generation if the trio were forced to return to their homeland, as demanded
tions and not get related to other residents, either by blood or by marby Oluloro's estranged husband. ...
riage or both).
The Oluloro f/mily's deportation to Nigeria would likely have
What really seems to get the Washington Press Corps smelling
resulted in the crude surgical denuding of the girls' external genitalia.
blood in the water, though, is that the "scandal" involves a failed
Dear Editor:
This 1,000-year-old African custom is rooted in tribal tradition that
S&L. O000h. Juicy.
1 hase just finished reading an article from the Apnl '94 issue of
males
be provided with brides devoid of both sexual pasts and chances
But,
as
one
it,
columnist
has
pointed
out,
the
S&L
Madison
should
involved,
feel
everyone
in
Calloway
County
read
Reader's Digest. I
of
future
sexual wanderings stemming from unclean lust.
Guaranty, which was set up for a fall by Washington's own deregulaespecially if he or she has contact with children.
genital
mutilation, which Lydia Oluloro suffered at age 4,
Such
tion,
was
only
0.05 percent of the Silverado belly-flop in which
Co-authors Edwin Kiester Jr. and Sally Valente Kieskr not only
promises girls futures of pain, infection, and possible death' during
George Bush's son was involved and 0.0001 percent of the total cost
hit the "nail on the head," but they "hammered it all the way in" in
childbirth. It is nonsense, and an African tradition no more worth perof the S&L disaster.
their article titled "Are We Demanding Enough of Our Kids?"
petuating than America's own sordid tolerance of wife-beating, child
Mind you, there really could be something to the Whitewater
If we really are concerned about educational progress, the guideabuse, and racial discrimination.
"scandal." There is a special counsel investigating and there is likely
lines provided in the article would make a good beginning for all of
to be some . congressional hearings. They should be left to do their
us It may not have all the answers but it has a good foundation
Judge Warren's was a thoughtful, humane decision that fortunately
work, without all the rumor-mongering and general sounding of
that we need to build educational reform in Calloway County as
was based solidly in law. ...
alarums.
well as Kentucky and the United States.
Let Warren's decision be known widely in Nigeria and elsewhere.
I sincerely hope every parent, foster parent, future parent and
grandparent will take the time to read and re-read this article and
. ponder what you can do to help your children get a better start for a
successful education and thus a happy profitable life.
1 further hope that every leader of our youth (teacher, principal,
pastor, club leader, social worker, police official, etc.) will read the
President Clinton has criticized
Hillary Clinton, who now seem to
article with the question in mind: "What can I do to help the youth
what
he calls a media "presumption'
reek from past questionable actions.
CALL; HOUGH IS
of Calloway County today become productive citizens of Calloway
of guilt over the Whitewater affair
Sen. Robert Byrd (D-W. Va.)
County tomorrow?"
that requires him to prove his
lamented "a diminution — an eroThe rules of our land have forced us the throw out the "Golden
innocence. Have ethical standards
sion — within our government of :
Rule." and Dr. Spock has left us grasping for straws when it comes
changed in the Democratic Party
the standards of public service, of
aNt,o child rearing. Yes, there is a need for reform, not only in the
since Clinton became President?
selflessness among our elected or
educational system. but out everyday lives. We cannot wait for a
Democrats made political hay in
appointed officials ... We must be
better day tomorrow. We have to act today.
the campaign of 1992 when they
troubled by circumstances where
Rachel Neale
railed against perceived and actual
public office is used to any degree in
Route 1, Box 202. Almo 42020
Republican ethical lapses. They
Then-Senate Minority Leader during Republican administrations.
order to obtain private gain for an
even dismissed an entire decade as George Mitchell opined, "The ero- Now that one of their own is in the
official or for an official's family,
White House,congressional Demo- friends or professional associates."
"greedy" because people made mo- sion of the principle of high stanney, though even the poor had more dards for office has now reached the crats have dragged their feet on
That would seem to cover most of
money at the end of the decade than
point where the principal argument holding the President to such exactWhitewater,
but so far Sen. Byrd
Dear Editor.
at the beginning.
in behalf of the nominee ... is that he ing behavior.
has not made the connection.
The greatness of thc United States comes from the likes of such
Mitchell also demanded that the
has not committed an action for
The Clintons especially moralSen. Byrd quoted from Execumen as George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Abraham LinAttorney General must be "clearly
which he can be indicted."
ized in the manner of the '60s flower
tive Order 11222, "Prescribing
coln. Men who placed God above all, and loved their country above
free
from
any
suspicion
of
conflicts
children: They were better than
Later, Mitchell lamented that our
Standards of Ethical Conduct for
themselves.
Republicans because their motives institutions had been challenged "by or inappropriate actions." More so
Government
Officers and EmployA people who arc not of God will not support great leaders who
for a President, one would think.
were pure. When it was revealed
those who brought lesser standards
ees," in effect since 1965, that
arc of God. Unselfish public service has been replaced with greed
Sen.
Howard
Metzenbaum
(Dthat they, or at least Mn, Clinton. in political life. And after we began
prohibits actions "which might refor power and contempt for the basic law of'God. God gave us His
Ohio) noted at the time that alprobably made a big profit during
sult in,or create the appe.arancc of...
to understand to what degree their though the Office of Government
law for one reason only — that we may live with each other in the
the greed decade by trading in cattle
using public office for private gain
morals had corrupted and weakened Ethics said that Meese's conduct
gest possible way. Let's turn from the hatred and violence of Satan
futures with the help dm man whose
...
giving preferential treatment to
our public institutions, we insisted
so we may receive the qualities of love thy fellow man, joy of heart
was right, that wasn't enough. One
chicken industry wu subject to upon a more demanding standard."
any organization or person
Of
and peace of mind that come from God. Maybe man will see the
must
look
at
the
"appearance
of
regulation by then-Gov. Clinton
affecting
adversely
the
confidence
folly i defying God and will return tO God.
Apparently seek a 'demanding
impropriety." Imagine if such a
and that they apparently did their
of the public in the integrity of the
An unborn child is the most helpless of all because it is totally
standard was applied to Bill and
best to keep from paying their "fair standard" is es be applied only
government.",
dependent upon its mother for every second of its life. It is the
AmImi
share" in taxes, critics are called
Sen. Joseph Biden (D-Del.) told
most innocent of all because it has not committed any sM. Abortion
petty and vindictive. Besides, say
Ed Meese his concern "relates to a
grieves God greatly because He is the refuge of the weak and the
the President and his defenders, the
higher standard than you have dehelpless. Like the unborn child, we are totally dependent upon God
Clintons liaven't been charged with
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
monstrated to me in your responses
for every breath of air we take. Is it very wise of man to grieve
a crime ar indicted.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
that you are not willing to step up to,
God?
Is this the standard that should be
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
even though you're ethical and even
There is now the blood of 30 million babies crying out from the
1533 Lonsworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
applied
to
the
(limns
and
their
though you have not violated any
pound for justice to be carried out on this nation. Sooner or later,
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
associates', It wasn't the standard
law — inadvertently or adverCod will answer the call for justice. That is why ending abortion is
Monocrats used in 1985. Nine
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
tently."
such an urgent matter.
years
173A Rummell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
ago,
during
Senate
proceedShouldn't the standard applied
Support your local church in its fight against abortion. There is
lap so determine whether he should
202-224-4343 (Washington)
during a Republican administration
power in truth. Let's not be afraid to stand up for what is right.
US. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
be Confirmed as attorney general,
be identical to the one applied for
Thomas Collins
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
Edwin
Meese
was
presumed
guiky
President and Mrs. Clinton? It's
Route 2, Box 182A. Murray
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
Of ethical lapses by Democrats.
only fair.
•

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Article 'good'for working with kids

Democrats redefine ethics

Stand up in fight against abortion

Attention Washington!
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TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

By Stacy Overbey

LIFEHOUSE CARE CENTER FOR WOMEN HAS AN
URGENT NEED FOR BABY CRIBS AT THE CENTER AT 1506
CHESTNUT ST., MURRAY."We need cribs which have side slats
which are about 2% inches apart, not the older style cribs with
slats about 3% inches apart," said Kathy Perkins, director. The
center has on-going requests for cribs from young mothers. LifeHouse will sponsor its Annual Walk for Life on Saturday, April
23, with registration at 9 a.m., The Walk at 9:30 a.m., and The
BBQ at 11:30 a.m. Sponsor sheets are available at LifeHouse and
New Life Christian Bookstore in Murray. "LifeHouse operates to
proclaim God's Grace and share His Providing Love with women
experiencing crisis pregnancy and post-abortion trauma," Director Perkins said. For more information call 753-0700.

Easter service at Temple Hill
Easter sunrise service will be Sunday, April 3, at 7 a.m. at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church, located on Highway 464, east of Almo.
This service is being sponsored by Temple Hill, Independence and
Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Churches. The public is
invited.

Special class on Friday
A T.O,T.A.L. class will be offered by Family Resource Center on
Friday, April 1, from 1 to 2 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
The class provides hands-on activities for parents and their 2 and 3
year-olds. Also, any parent who has a four-year-old is also welcome
to attend with their child. The class is free of charge and free child
care will be provided. flbr more information or to sign up for classes,
contact Beth Durbin at 753-3070.

CCMS Council meeting Friday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a called meeting on Friday, April 1, at 7 a.m. at the
school. Note the morning hour. This will be to discuss the transformation plan. All interested persons are invited.

North Council meeting Friday
North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a called meeting on Friday, April 1, at 3 p.m. at the
school. This will be to discuss the transformation plan. All interested
persons are invited.

Single Too plans events
Single Too-will have activities on Friday, Saturday and Monday,
April 1, 2, and 4. The group will meet Friday at 6 p.m. at JCPenney
parking lot to go to Cypress Springs Restaurant to eat. On Saturday
the group will meet at 9 a.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go for breakfast at Hazel Restaurant. Monday events include meeting at parking
lot at 8:30 a.m. to go to later Day at Benton and to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at Louie's Restaurant, Murray, to play May activities, pay dues and
celebrate April birthdays. This is a support and social group for all
single men and women whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call 753-6078, 753-7845, or
753-7663.

Murray Country Club plans events
1

Murray Country Club will have an Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday,
April 2, at 1 p.m. This will be for members' children, toddler through
third grade. An Easter Sunday Brunch will be served Sunday, April 3,
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The menu will be ham, grilled chicken
breast, egg omelets, potatoes, Belgian waffles, fresh fruit and desserts.
The price will be $8 for adults and $4 for children under 12. Members
may bring immediate family and out-of-town guests. Reservations
must be made by Saturday by calling 753-6113.

Four Rivers group changes meeting
Four Rivers Music Friends has changed its meeting from Easter
Sunday, April 3, to the second Sunday, April 10, at 2 p.m. at Annex
of Calloway County Public Library. This is changed because of Easter
and also because the library will be closed Easter Sunday. All members and the general public are invited to attend. For more information
call Jamie Fields, 753-9450, or Vel Burke,en at 753-6979.

Easter Sunrise service Sunday
Easter sunrise services will be at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on Sunday, April 3, at 6 a.m. The Liberty and
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Churches will be assisting with
the service. Refreshments will be served after the service. The pastor,
the Rev. Dennis Gardner, invites the public to attend.

VFW Fish Fry dinner Saturday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have its Evening Fish
Fry dinner on Saturday, April 2, at 5 p.m. at National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. The dinner will include fish filets, hush
puppies, fries, slaw and white beans for the cost of $3 per plate. The
public is invited. For more information call Daythel Turley at
753-9472.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, March 29, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Butterworth baby boy, parents, Rayann and Jeff, At. 1, Box 94, Hazel,
Wallace baby boy, parents, Jo Beth
and Jeffrey, At. 3, Box 264, Benton
Dismissals
Charles D. Shoemaker, 6941 Noriynn Or, Louisville; Mrs. Linda F. Hutson, 520 South Sixth St., Murray; Jordan B. Williams, At 2, Box 16, Murray;
Mrs Dorothy Wagoner, K-2 Southside Manor, Murray, Mrs. Emily J. MernII, 1502 Oak St., Murray; Mrs. Rebecca Jane Garrett, At. 3, Box 100,
Benton;
Mrs. Amy U. Steinfoldt and baby
boy. At. 8 CR 15, Murray, Miss
Cathryn J Bowler and baby boy. 335
Breeze Ln Calvert City,
Mrs. Christina L. Salmon and baby
girl. At 3, Box 2798, Paris, Tenn.; Wilharn Terrell Roberts, West View Nurs-

1

ing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Peery, At 2, Box 162,
Clinton; Ms Tennessee Outland, At. 3,
Box 347, Murray; Clealon Baker, At. 3,
Box 276, Murray, Lanis H. Parker, At.
3. Box 128, Murray
Expiration
James Hoyt McClure, P.O. Box 66,

Hazel

•

•

•

•

Move over Barney, here comes
Pingu.
As soon as he is introduced to the
U.S. market in the fall,Pingu is sure
to be the latest hottest children's
figure,replacing dinosaurs,Thomas
the Tank Engine, even Mickey (at
least temporarily)as the toy to have.
Pingu is already huge in Europe and
Asia, and initial "Pingu tests" have
found American kids just as enthusiastic.
Switzerland is proud to call Pingu
one of its own. Born eight years ago
in a suburb of Zurich, he is a 5-inch
high Plasticine penguin who lives in
an igloo with Mom, Dad and baby
sister Ping& He looks just like your
average penguin, you know, black
back, white belly, orange beak and
webbed feet, nothing exotic.
Pingu is a completely normal
"kid" of about six. He does not fight
monsters or Martians,does not have
the strength of Superman, does not
perform any extraordinary feats of
any kind. This is exactly his appeal.
He charms his audience with his
live-action animation antics, rolling
hs eyes, responding with a loud
"quaa-quaa," as he waddles through
the Antarctic landscape.
And like all kids, he often gets
into trouble -- but he always learns
from it. They have managed to
make the Pingu vignettes all moralistic episodes with no sermonizing
whatsoever. And best of all (at least
as far as marketing execs are concerned), the little guy embodies the
current eco-trend: Pingu, as an
uninhibited ambassador from Antarctica, symbolizes untainted nature.
The creator, who died last year,
had no idea how big the Pingu
phenomenon would turn out to be;
he sold all his rights to his creation
to raise money for the first TV
series. Since then, the firm with the
merchandising rights has granted
700 licenses for $35,000 each.
Pingu is the greatest thing to happen

Ryan-Gabriel
Lee is born
on March 20
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Lee of Rt.
2, Hazel, are the parents of a son,
Cody Ryan-Gabriel Lee, weighing six pounds 12 ounces, measuring 204 inches, born on Sunday, March 20, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Emeline
Marie Brown.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Brown and Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Lee, all of Hazel. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
John Misturak of New Concord,
and Mrs. Estelle Brown and Mr.
and Mrs. Adolphus Sheridan of
Hazel. A great-great-grandmother
is Mrs. Pearl Thorn of Dexter.

Lake-Land will
hear Evangelist
Coursey Sunday
Evangelist Jason Coursey of
Madisonville will be the guest
speaker at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church on Sunday, April 3, at 6
p.m.
Rev. Coursey is a full time
evangelist and a dynamic speaker, according to the Rev. James
H. Cain, pastor, who invites the
public to attend.
The church is located at 1653
North 16th St. Ext., Murray. For
more information call 753-5757
or 759-1602.

•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

lgT
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A View
from Abroad

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

to Swiss exports since the army
knife.
There ..re now about 800 Pingu
articles on the market; if you are a
parent, you will soon be subjected to
every single one of them everywhere you go. (You know how they
always put just those things you
don't want your kid to have -- like
chocolate Easter eggs -- on the shelf
that is right at his eye level as he sits
in the shopping can? Or else they
build up a display as huge as an
igloo so that there's no way around
it? Well,Pingu will be what your kid
is throwing the tantrum for.)
There are the books, the games,
the video and audio cassettes; Pingu
ice cream, yogurt and chocolate;
Pingu t-shirts and sweatshirts,
underwear and socks, sneakers,
snowboais and sandals; Pingu
sheets and shower curtains, pillowcases and place mats; Pingu on
virtually every object known to
childkind. The same people who
bring you the Muppets will soon be
broadcasting Pingu's honk directly
into your home.
So brace yourselves for the Pingu
invasion. Enjoy him while you can
(for he is really quite adorable),
before he meets his inevitable fate:
marketing overkill.

MARINE PVT. CHRISTOPHER T. CLINTON recently
completedc recruit training at
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
During the training cycle, Clinton was taught the basics of baleheld survival, introduced to typical military daily routine and personal and professional standards.
Clinton participated in an
active physical conditioning
program and gained proficiency

in a variety uf military skills
including first aid, rifle Marksmanship and close-order drill.
Teamwork and self-discipline
were emphasized throughout the
cycle.
Clinton, son of Saundra C.
Clinton of Rt. 1, Almo, is a 1993
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
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Unique uitts
for All Occasions
and for All Ages.

4.

'Baby Gifts..or the new
arrival
*Crystal dt Silver.. for the
Bride
'Gifts...for that someone
special in your life

Mete Ceorrse•Ii.....)

FARM
BUREAU

(FREE Gift Wrapping)

INVESTMENTS

642-2325 Mon.-Sat. 9-5

753-4703

81glinto Stride Rite

What Does

&aster
Mean To You?
Easter Egg Hunt?
A New Outfit?
Easter Bunny?
Jesus Christ •clied for
you and rose again so
that you could have
etez:n41 life.

LIGHTHOUSE
CHRISTIAN MISSION
Sunday School ........10 a.m.
11 a.m.
Church
Corner 15th & Sycamore
Murray

Starts 3130
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Children: Shoes
SatAbakke Shopping Omar • Murray • 753-4353
Hours: Mon. Sal. 0-5

Major League 2
(PG)

Mighty Ducks 2
(PG)

1:30 3:30 7:10 9:15

1:30 3:40 7:15 9:20

Naked Gun 331/3

(PG13)

1:30 3:20 7:15 9:10

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

1:30 3:30 7:10 9:10

8 Seconds
(PG13)

raaat
oi
AftV
Hard Target
Rookie of the Year
The Corteheade
°Fiats 11 a.on. to 11 p.m..

1:30 3:15 7:00 9:00
Starts 3130
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For Our First Successful Ten Months.

04:1

Sometime this week, we will have
the pleasure of serving our

0

100,000th Customer

°

0

This person, and all his guests regardless
of number, will each receive their

Dinner or Lunch FREE!
Special Lunch
Prices Daily
Served 11-2

Dinner Buffet
Open 4-8 p.m.

Call In Orders
753-2348

Closed Sundays
and Mondays

Hwy. 121 North

Merl imports
UMVERSITY PLAZA • 12058 CHESTNUT ST.

Murray

u5
eettba
Serving Cqfeteria Style

(2102 Coldwater Rd.)

n[10 2,sea;U,.Margvedge
CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY
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1
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MURRAY CABLEVISION
CUSTOMERS
Due to system upgrade. service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

By BEN GRAVE
Public Library D
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Almo couple celebrating
Ellis and Carroll vows 60th anniversary today
will be said on April 23

Now Thru April 15

Etc

d
$900
yd

Woolens

50° UP
Paris Landing Fabric

Assorted Ribbon

per spool

%I on
it 9 -1 Sun 13
Hwy. 79 N. Paris Landing, IN • 901-642-7369

Peggy Jean Ellis and Rodger Dean Carroll Jr. announce their
engagement and forthcoming marriage.
Miss Ellis is the daughter of Margaret Jean Ellis of Kansas City,
Kan., and . the late John V. Ellis of Central City. Mr. Carroll Jr. is the son of Rodger Dean Carroll Sr. of Ilsley. Ky.,
and Charlotte Ann Parker of Hope Hull, Ala.
The bnde-elect is currently employed at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Murray Oncology Associates in Murray.
The prospective groom is a 1991 graduate of Murray State University and is currently vice president of marketing at Silver Lake Communications, Paris, Tenn.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, April 23. at 4 p.m. at
Ilsley Holiness Chilrch, Ilsley.
All relatives and fnends are invited to attend.
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Letter II Jackpot!!!
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National Guard Armory
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Thursday, March 31
United Way Murray and Calloway
County annual meeting/6 30
p m 'Collins Industry and Technology
Building. Murray State Public invited
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board meeting.'5 30 pm
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Clubr7 p m
rehearsaliclub house
Calloway County Middle School
Showcase/5 30 pm
Bridge Club of Murray/7 p m /Weeks
Community Center (use rear
entrance) Public invited
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m/Sirloin
Stockade
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Court
Square/12.30-3 pm
TOPS KY 5469 meetingtweigh-in/6
p m and programl p m /Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m /at
800 North 20th St. Murray Info/Joan.
759-1341 or Richard. 759-9994
Immanuel Lutheran Church events
include Seder supper w/Holy
Communion/6 p m
First Presbyterian Church events
include Maundy Thursday and Corn.
munion servica/7 p m
First Chnstian Church events include
-Youth Bible Study/4 30 p m , Office of
Tiinsitogie service/7 m

•

One A4-You-Can-Eat
Lunch Buffet Goiu_
=Mins
640
$329 &arils
Only
Lusa Only' Good

ihru 4/7/94 N;ot good with any other offer

Two All-You-Can-Eat
Dinner Buffets

•
•

2ofzry$699
Dinner Only Good thru 4/7/94 Not wool with any other offer

PICK-UP ONLY SPECIAL
Buy any large pizza at full regular prices,
get a large cheese pizza
Got4
for only...99
(Addloonal Toppenp Only slap Each)

Gtozt

612ki
PIck I. p Only Good thru 4/7/94 hies peed with an y other
agar

FREE LIVERY!753-6656
DeTDE
Clamatimet St

FREE
DELIVERY!

Ruford and Maggie Perry of Rt. 1, Almo, are today, March 31, celebrating their 60th wedding anniversary.
The Couple was married March 31, 1934, at Sedalia.
Mrs. Perry, the former Maggie Lene Love, is the daughter of the
late Sumner and Janie Love of Sedalia.
Mr. Perry, a retired farmer and well driller, is the son of the late
T.obc and Ila Perry of Almo.
The Perrys arc members of Pleasant Hill Free Will Baptist Church.
Their four children are Joe L. Perry of Gary, Ind., Hallene Perry of
Almo, and Ilah P. Grant and Vador P. Warfield, both of Louisville.
They have seven grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Felecia Henderson of Southfield, Mich., granddaughter of the Perrys, said "love, trust and commitment are what many experts say are
the secrets of a successful and rewarding marriage. I feel that my
grandparents are perfect examples of lifelong love as today they celebrate their 60th anniversary. She said her grandmother said 'Hang in
there. If it was good enough to get into, then it's good enough to make
it work'."

CALENDAR
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Ruford and Maggie Perry

Peggy Jean Ellis and
Rodger Dean Carroll Jr. to marry

Annual Fabric Sale
Challis - Linen
Printed Denim -
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Bridal
Registry

Natalie Bowers & Mark Pyle
Annie Boyle & Rodney Dukes
Julie Bray & Bill McCain
Bridgette Burnett 1i
Clint Hutson
Annette Calhoon & Chris Hale
Dana Campbell & Our Lawson
Laura Cella & Dwaine Hammon
Heather Eddins & Billy Davis
Peggy Ellis & Rodger Carroll
Kristen Fairchild It
Trice Sargent
Melissa Galyen &
Teddy Thompson
Rachel Greathouse It
Kerry Wyatt
Leah Hackel It Brent McKinney
Beth Haley It Hank Staggs
Bethany Hall & Peter Lawrence
Kris Harper & Gary Boling
Stacy Haws It Kntt Allbritten
Lisa Howard & Barry Arndt
Sarah Hunt & Jeff %eke!
Felisha Lamb & David Potts
Robyn McCarty & Drew Isaacs
Sarah Mills & John Newberry 11
Melissa Ryan & Kurt Kaaalar
Christie Sauer & Joey Crawkard
*sailer Sellars & Jason Sum=
Dinka Walker It Ricky Atkins
gum Wilson k Scott Seggennan
Becky Wolf & Jon Klein
Lori Yarbrough & Shane Black

Murray
The Place •lio I Ns. I PVC?'

1111111

Thursday, March 31
St. John's Episcopal Church. events
)nclude Maundy Thursday Serviceq
pm

Friday. April 1
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star'? 30 p m lodge hall at
Aurora

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include RCIA /7 p m , Adoration,7
p m -midnight

First United Methodist Church events
include First Tenebr.ae service/6 30
p m . Second Tenebrae service/7 30
pm
Narcotics Anonymous'7.30 p m
John Episcopal Church Info/
753-0781
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.:7 30 p m /Farm Bureau Building,
Paris Info,. Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m 'Senior Citizens Center, Benton

Main Street Youth C.inter/205 North
Fourth St 'open 6-11 p m Info/
753-TEEN
Outdoor Easter Drama/7-9
p m 'Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church

Special Good Friday service/7
p m "Goshen United Methodist Church
Immanuel Lutheran Church events
include Good
service/7 p m

Friday Tenebrae

St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Liturgy for Good Friday/noon1 30 p.m , Liturgy w/Holy
Communion/7 o m

Friday, April 1
First United Methodist Church events
include Holy Week service/12:05 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include miseV5 p.m. to go to Paducah
service; Korean Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Pastor's Class/3:15 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Line Dancing/7 p.m.
Murray State University deadlines
today for financial aid and admissions.
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -Mt a.m. and 2
p.m /Golden Pond Planetarium; Potato
Planting/I p.m./Homeplace. Info/
1-800-455-5897.
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Faculty Recital by Robert Barefield,
baritone. and Marie Taylor, piano/8
p m ;Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State. Admission
tree
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
Include Youth Activities/5 .30 p m .
Prayer and Bible Study'7 p m at Main
Street Youth Center
Shiloh Christian Assembly study/7
pm

Friday, Apil 1
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p.n1./for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Breakfast/8:30 a m
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Center/7-30 pm
Bingo. sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p m./National Guard Armory
Bingo Play/7 p m at Wishing Well,
Aurora. for Jonathan-Aurora • Action
Group Public invited
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Stations of the Cross/noon.
Good Fnday service/7 p m.

Barefield-Taylor recital tonight
Robert Barefield, baritone, and
Marie Taylor, piano, will present a
faculty recital with Kay Gardner
Bates, mezzo soprano, at 8 p.m.
Thursday, March 31. The concert
will be held in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the Murray State University campus.
The program will feature selections from Handel, Beethoven,
Brahms, Buuerworth and Thomas.
Selections to be presented in the
first portion of the program include:
"How Willing My Paternal Love"
from Handel's "Samson:" "Revenge, Timotheus Cries" from
Handel's "Alexander's Feast:" and
Beethoven's"An die tense Gleiebte.
Op. 98" from "Jeitteles."
After a brief intermission, the
recital will resume with four selecGons from Brahms' "Duets, Opus

28": "Die Nome'und der Ritter,"
"Vor de Tur," "Es rauschet das
Wasser" and "Der Jager and sein
Liebchen."
Following the Brahms' pieces,
the three will perform six songs
from Butte.rwonh's "A Shropshire
Lad" with lyrics by A.E. Houseman. The selections are: "Loveliest
of Trees," "When I Was One-andTwenty," "Look Not in My Eyes,"
"Think No More, Lad," "The Lads
in Their Hundreds" and "Is My
Team Ploughing?".
The concert will conclude with
Thomas'"0 yin,dissipe la tristesse"
from "Hamlet."
The recital is being sponsored by
the Murray State University College
of Fine Arts and Communication
and the department of music.
Admission is fret and the recital is
open to the public.
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Robin McCarty, brideelect of Drew Isaacs, has
selected gift itemsfrom our
bridal registry.
Robin and Drew will be
married April 9, 1994.
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Board books are just the thing
for babies from about six months
old on up to around two years.
The pages are made out of
HEAVY cardboard with sturdy
bindings.
Babies at these ages are beginning to develop their motor skills
and need books that won't be
shredded by little hands that have
not reached their full delicacy of
movement. (Translation: Babies
are tough on books, so books for
babies need to be tough too!).
Babies like bright, clear colors
with simple shapes and lots of
contrast. Photographs are good,
especially of other babies. Words
don't matter too much at this
stage, although it's nice to have a
rhyme for mom or dad to read
while they sit and share the book
at quiet time.
Board books are for babies to
look at and learn abvout front and
back and pages inside. (Don't
laugh, knowing that books have
fronts, backs, pages and thaqt you
read books from front to back are
VERY STRONG PREDICTORS
of future reading skill.)
When you buy a board book
for a baby, remember that the
first thing a baby will do with
book (or anything else, for that
matter) is to put it in her mouth.
In the course of her first year, a
baby may eat three or four (or
10) books. Do not become
alarmed, she will shortly grow

Suburban Club
holds meeting
at Hancock home
Jo Hancock opened her home
for the March meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club.
"Fashion Update/Adding
Accessories" was the major lesson presented by Rachel Hendon.
Sue Adams, Foods and Nutrition Chairman, presented a minor
lesson on "Drying Food at
Home."
President Betty Wilson presided with Mrs. Hendon, cultural
arts chairman, reading the Club
Collect for the devotion.
Rosanna Miller, secretary, read
the minutes. Each member present told of a hat she had enjoyed
wearing.
Also present was Lou McGary.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Hancock and Mrs. Hendon,
hostesses.
The next meeting will be Monday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Hendon.

out of it and in the long run you
will be rewarded by a child that
is familiar with books and is
ready to learn to read.
• • • •
I told you all of that so that
you would understand my delight
at getting five new board books
by Cynthia Rylant. Everyday
Town, Everyday Pets, Everyday
Gardcn, Everyday Children and
Everyday House are all great.
The colors are clear and the
outlines are simple. They're
about six inches square with 12
pages each. They're just right for
little hands to hold and explore. 1
highly recommend them all.
• • • •
By the way,credit of, picking
these books out goes to Ms. Sandy Linn, our children's librarian.
• • • •
Kids' tastes in reading don't
settle down until near the end of
high school. They're still learning
what they like at this stage and
they want to try some of it all. A
lot of interest goes to scary stories. But a lot of our adult suspense and horror fiction is not
appropriate for the guys. It's too
long for most of the kids and
very often too graphic.
• • • •
series turns
"Goosebumps"
The
out to be just right. It's scary
enough to provide a quick set of
chills without violence or harsh
language. Goosebumps books are
published by the Scholastic Book
Company, one of the most
respected names in young peoples' books.
Sandy found these books and
now we're ordering them as fast
as they're printed. The latest title
is Monster Blood II by R.L.
Stine. There's - this yucky green
slime, right? And it grows and
grows and it makes everything
that eats it grow too. Including
the hamster in the cage in the
classroom. Imagine a 40-pound
hamster running amuck.
Goosebumps is a first rate
series and I highly recommend it.
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REVIVAL
March 27 - April 1
Services:

Sarah Elizabeth Hunt and
Jeffrey Allen Sickel to marry

Hunt and Sickel vows
will be said onNA/lay 21

Sunday

6:30 p.m.

Monday-Friday

7:00 p.m.

Bro. Bob Mason - Evangelist
Bro. Tim Adcock - Pastor

The engagement of Sarah Elizabeth Hunt and Jeffrey Allen .Sickel
has been announced by their parents.
Miss Hunt is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie M. Hunt of Richmond, Ind. Mr. Sickel is the son of Louise A. Anderson and James B.
Sickel of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Richmond High School and a
1993 graduate of Earlham College, Richmond, Ind. She has a B.A. in
biology and is teaching in a preschool in Atlanta, Ga.
The prospective groom is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School
and a 1992 graduate of Earlham College with a B.A. in anthropology
and sociology. He is a computer consultant for Lockheed Aeronautical_
Systems Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 21, at 11:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Richmond, Ind.

Special Singing • Nursery Provided

,Everyone Welcome!

PINELAKE
MEDICAL
CENTER

Easter Victory
Celebration

Ruben Cuadrado, M.D.,
Gastrocruerd.oe/CirnicalNurnaon
Dtseases of the Intesanal Tract and Liter

an outdoor drama at

Dr. Cuadmdo is now

Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church

accepting patients.
PineLake Medical Offices
Suite 403,1029Medica1 Center Circle

Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
502-251-4575

April 1 & 2

PINELAKE MEDICAL OFFICES
1029 Medial Cent/.Circle, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

Walk Through From
7:00-9:00 p.m. Nightly
Ph miles east of Dexter off Hwy. 1346

Goingforwardfor

SPRING
Compliment your new
Spring look with our
large selection of

HATS,
JEWELRY,
HANDBAGS,and
ALL HOSIERY

SNAPIttif
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

Just in time for April
showers.
Our entire stock of

Sic
N

RAINCOATS

,

,
I

LEKTUOIT UAW FOR WWIABOUPICES

1/4 OFF

•

Look great in our easy to wear 7
go anywhere CO-ORDINATES
for Spring. The entire stock

20%-25%
OFF
Framed by

Oakwood Studio
753-7050

4111.4

Hazel Baptist Church

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director

\

I III

Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will meet
Monday, April 4, at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center on
College Farm Road, Murray.
Ann Ingle of Murray-Calloway
County Mospital will prent a
. program on "Diabetes," According to Betty Gore, program
chairman.
Refreshments will be served at
I p.m., followed by the program.
All mcmbsrs and interested
gue• are invited to attend.

Miss Chnstie Farren and Max Witzler announce their engagement
appusching marriage
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mn, Janice L. Farren and the late
ayne C. Farren of Cincinnati, Ohio. Her grandparents arc the late
al and Dorothy Farren of Franklin, Pa., and of Mn. Lorraine Hadand the late John M. Haddox of Five Forks, W.Va.
The groom-elect is the son of Ms. Ruth Vaughan of Rt. 7, Murray.
and the Late Richard Witzler of Maumee, Ohio. His grandparents are
the late Charles and Blanche Witzlcr of Maumee, Ohio, and the late
Robert and Augusta Kuhl of Manchester, Mich.
Miss Farren attended the University of Ohcinnati and received an
Associate degree in Liberal Arts, Mr. Wailer attended Murray State
University and received his Bachelor's degree in History. Both are
employed in Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 7, at 6 p.m. at the Lakeview
Shelter, Kenlake State Resort Park, Aurora.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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Student art exhibit is on display at Eagle Gallery
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CLEAR NOT
CLOUDY
GOLD and nu
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with
GEM
SCAN

ill

Lure, photographs and computagenerated graphic design Images
that abstractly express the ert•s
'Crack. shake and bend.'
Balky exhibits six paintings
which take the fonn of abstract
seascapes. The works comment on
the arum's experiences as wife,
mother, grandmother. cancer survivor and a member of the Choctaw
Nation.
McCain explores the media of
linoleum block prints, oil pastels on
paper and computer-assisted images
in his 'surreal little narratives" and
typographic design studies. Two of
his prints are featured on the cover
of "Notations,- the campus literary
journal. After graduation, McCain
plans to work as a graphs: designer.
Porter exploits the mixture of the
psychological aspects of female
mentality and the subject-photographer and subject-viewer relationships in the silver gelatin photographic pnras she has included in
the exhibition. Porter's work recen-

Arterburn exhibits tables on ho
on design and execution. The
Lihie s, constructed of mahogany
maple, walnut and other woods
in natural finishes, deal with After
burn's personal Christian faith
He on a Merit Award at the
1993 Annual Student Show Alter
graduation with a degree in an
Arterburn plans to
pursue a master s degree in furniture
&sign
Dunn contributes acrylic and
gesso landscape pamungs on maxiniie to the group exhibit. He is the
pre•14ittal of the Murray chapter of
the National An Education Association (NAEA).
The entries Epley displays in the
y hi Noon are s good in media
V. hit h reflect his many interests and
V. hi. h will, he hopes. contribute to
this effectiveness as a future
teacher.
Haire exhibits sculpture. furni-

SPECI
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The Murray State University
chapter of the Data Processing Management Association recently attended an annual student conference and programming competition. The event, held March 10 on
the campus of East Tennessee State
University in Johnson City, ak
members
tracted
from
17
universities.
Murray State was represented by
one team competing in Basic programming and two teams competing
in Mainframe COBOL. Each team
consisted of three students utilizing
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one terminal.
The Basic programming team
earned first place honors at the
competition. Team members were
Steve Scott, B.J. Stigall and
Kenneth Wray.
The COBOL teams finished in
second and third places. Members
of the second place team were Gary
Carter, James Hall and Joi Pasha.
Members of the third place team
were Paula Canaday, Bryan Huddleston and Sarah Rothenberger.
Dr. Bruce Breeding serves as the
faculty adviser for DPMA.

FINAL FINAL
3 MARK
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ALL NAME BRAND
FURNITURE SALE

1

2 Diamond Blue Topaz
Heart Shaped Ring s99,

Summers exhibits abstract watercolor and acrylic paintings, as well
as computer-generated images.
Trouunan exhibits seven photo
transfer process computer graphic
images which appropriate illustrations of music and song lyncs. After
graduation,Troutman plans to teach
and continue to explore compute.
graphics.
The Eagle Gallery is open Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridaysfrom
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Tuesdays and
Thursdays from Sam.to 7:30 p.m.:
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.:
and Sundays from 1 to 4 p.m. For
more information, call Albert Sperath at 762-6714.
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Nugget Onyx
Ring
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3 Million Dollar Inventory

Ends Saturday 5:00 p.m.
Absolutely No Hold Overs
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tree forms on material made from

• • • Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah . . . Fleming Furniture...Benton & Paduclh • • •

40 I'LEAR NOT CLOUDYFull Cut Diamond".

$499

tly received an honorabk mention
award in the Magic Silver photographic competition at Murray
State.
Robinson exhibits silver gelatin
photographs in dealing with dark
humor. The pieces comment on
God, herself and America. While at
Murray State. she has received the
OMAS Award of Excellency, the
Tn-County Art Guild Scholarship
and the Murray Women's Club
Scholarship
Rubio contributes 12 paintings
dealing with turkey sandw ichts and
human attitudes expressed through
dogs.
Smith exhibits semi-abstract
works on paper. Flecause the subject
matter is parts of trees, Smith's work
explores the irons of representing

eonp..
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Wen Anerburn, Judah 0 Magers
Bailey, Jeff Dunn, Greg Epky
Chris Haire, Mark McCain, Belinda
Rubio, Betsy Porter. Diana Robin
son, Roy Smith. Carol Summers and
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A ramp badalaareallt art exhibition is cunt:only ondispLay m the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
campus of Murray Stare University
The exhibit,featuring the wort of
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Tremors co-owner Jim Jensen (standing far left) and Rock 97 DJ James
Wright (standing far right) present awards to Trippin Lizard. Band members are (front row from left) Scott McDougal and Jim Mahan's, (back
town from left) Kevin Wolf, Eric Jordan and Craig Collins. The band will
perform In front of MSU's Elizabeth Hall April 7 from 7 to 9 p.m.

A special workshop for "stage
building" will be held on Saturday,
April 2,from 10 a.m. to noon,at the
Playhouse in the Park.
Tishe Bault, Technical Director
of Music Theatre at the Iroquois
Amphitheater in Louisville will
conduct this workshop for new and
veteran volunteers. An Eddyville
Bault has 22 years of
reside
onal and academic experience in theater technology.
The workshop will focus on and
be a part of the construction of a set
specially commissioned for the
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival. The set was designed by Bob
McLean,a talented and experienced
graphic designer who relocated to

Calloway County from California
five years ago. McLean created the
set with the concept of a blueprint,
symbolizing the plays also in their
formative stages.
The workshop is open to the
public. New volunteers are welcome to attend this special workshop.
Bault will be working on the set
during the week prior to the workshop from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. for
anyone who wriats to stop by to
help.
The stage will be displayed during the West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival, April 15-17 and April 2224. For more information, call the
Playhouse at 759-1752.
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Local group wins
Exhibition entries due
"Battle of the Bands"
A Murray band, the "Trippin
Lizard," won first place in the final
run-off of the "Baule of the Bands"
contest held March 15 at Tremors,a
club in Jackson, Tcnn. They defeated a West Tennessee band,
"Wild America."
Members of the "Tnppin Lizard"
band include Jim Mahanes, lead
singer, Scou McDougal and Craig
Collins, guitars, Kevin Wolf,
drums, and Eric Jordan, bass. All
band members are native Kentuckians who currently live in Calloway or Marshall counties.
The "Battle of the Bands" contest
began in late January with 26 bands
signed up to play. Opening rounds
were held on 'successive Tuesday
evenings at Tremors, leading to the
run-off on March 15. The contest,
which has been held in Jackson for
the past six years, is sponsored by

Final arrangements are complete
for the Murray
Guild's Juried
Exhibition V in April. The exhibiTremors, Jackson Radio station FM tion is open to all area
artists,
92-WYMU, Rick's Consignment working in any
subject or medium.
Music, Highland House ProducEntries are due April 12 from 10
tions, and Willie Bryant Sound a.m. until 6 p.m. and April 13
from
Systems.
10 a.m. until 4 p.m. The exhibition
•
Members of the "Trippin Lizard" will open with a reception April 17
will receive a $1000 first-prize from 1 p.m. until 3 p.m. and will
check from Trem`ors as well as 12 continue until May 3 during the
hours of studio recording time do- Guild's regular hours of 10 a.m.
nated by Highland House Produc- until 4 p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednestions. Other prizes include a trophy, days and Fridays.
Entries are to be hand delivered to
a guitar, a free sound engagement
from Bryant Sound Systems, satin the Guild at 103 N.6th Si The entry
jackets from Central Distributing fee is $10 for the first entry and $5
Company in Jackson, and free air each for additional entry.
The juror will be Albert Sperath,
time for one of the groups' original
director of university galleries at
songs on FM 92.

Members of the "Trippin Lizard"
have been playing together on a
regular basis in West Kentucky and
West Tennessee for the past six
months.

eonped 9 uoluag — ampwrij .unuai ,

Slide presentation,
lecture is tonight
Jim Nutt, noted Chicago imagist,
will visit the Eagle Gallery at Murray State University on March 31 to
lecture and present a slide presentation about his recent work.
Nutt's participation in the late
1960s, in the first "Hairy Who"
exhibition in Chicago, helped establish him as an artist whose work
deserved attention.
The presentation will take place
at 7 p.m. in room 423 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, located on
the Murray State campus, at 15th
and Olive streets. A reception will
follow his lecture.

conp• . upsuat

•

Hillard Lyons will feature Margaret Key Crawford, watercolorist, as their artist
for the month of April. Crawford Is a member of the Murray Art Guild and an
exhibiting member of Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.

411.

Murray State University.
Awards include first prize, the
Richard Jackson Award of $300,
second prize of $200, third prize of
$100, fourth prize of $50 and two
awards of $25 each.
In addition, gift certificates will
be given by Frame Village, The
Gallery and Icon. Funding assistance has been provided by Bank of
Murray and Peoples Bank.
Entry brochures are available at
the Guild now until April 13.
For more information call 7534059.
The public is invited to the April
17 reception and through the month
of April on regular Guild days.
There is no charge to view Guild
exhibitions.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Compare Our Price & Coverage
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ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie Rosa Ai

Danny Ross
600 Main St. • 753-0489

Spring
Break
Get Big Savings Now On Selected GE Appliances'

QuickCleanTM Range
Now it's easier than ever to clean the cooktop!

• Upswept and recessed cooktop
helps prevent spills from
dripping below
• Cooktop lifts up to subtop
with recessed wells
AUTO
• Auto self-clean & audible
OVEN
preheated signal
SHUT•OFF
• Electronic clock & minute
timer, automatic oven timer
• Frameless designer black
glass oven door

ONLY
Model
JBP24GS

'499

Murray Appliance & TV

Holland Motor Sales

"Your General Electric, RCA & Jenn Air Dealer"

Last Main St.

212 E. Main St.

753-4461
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0
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$

753-1586

Kentake invites you to come
to our beautiful state park, and
enjoy the spring foliage in bloom

Kenlake State Resort Park
presents

Gary Baumeister
Owner

THE AREA'S

BEST

SEAFOOD BUFFET°

suitual

Special Pricing On All Our
Products 13uring
March 82 April!

Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe
is now open again
for your business!
I want to thank everyone for their
kindness & understanding during
my illness. We are open and
ready to serve you!
HOURS: 9-6 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

c ,111 at
Nor cs le
r

So If You Want
The Day Off,
Pray For Rain.
Ingersoll 3000 and 4000 series
Garden Tractors are the only
ones with the exclusive Hydriv•
hydraulic operating system, a
system so dependable it allows
us to offer a lifetime warranty,
the T01"(Total Owner Protection)
Lifetime Warranty For a limited
time, buy the tractor and get
the mower deck absolutely
FREE! See them and the rest of
Ingersoll's line of premium
lawn and garden equipment at

FEATURING...

- 46

Clam Chowder • Salad Bar • Crab Salad
Peel & Eat Shrimp • Oysters on Half Shell
Fried Shrimp • Fried Oysters • Snow Crab
Shrimp Creole wIRice • Fried Fish &
Hushpuppies • Corn on the Cob • Tater Tots
White Beans wIHam • Macaroni & Cheese
Fresh Strawberries w/Whipped Cream
Homemade Cobblers & Other Favorite Desserts!
Adults

$10.95 •

IDE

Ingersoll
McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

STATE RESORT PARK
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Aurora, KY • Hwy. 94 • 474-2211

Walnut Street, Murray
(502) 753-3062
1531 N. Sth Si., Paducah
(502) 444-0110
GINO Soma lipop000 Ca

'Or•copy of this LWOW Laletwor Womanly
yen lortiolki &sir

Children (10 & Under.)45.50

KENLAKE

503

753-MEAT

A

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car,.
• Call Us For Rates

:1-lot Spring Give Away,!
As

This Tractor
Has A
Lifetime
Warranty.'

Auto Insurance...

Starting April 1st • Every Friday Evening • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Murray High basketball banquet

BUY AMERICAN
** *BUY COOPER * * *

'Breds hold off Bethel
Staff Repon
Murray Lenstur 4 Timos
Murray State jumped out to a
5-2 lead, but had to hold ott
Bethcl College comeba,k for a
S.4 win Wednesday at Reagan
Field
Murray State (11-10) jumped
out to a 5-2 lead with three runs
in the second inning when Darryl
Marshall and Chris Godwin
singled home runs In the sixth,

Joey Waller and Marshall cached
w7ored runs to make it 5-2.
Starter Doug Davis picked up
the win for the 'Breda, going five
innings before handing the ball
oser to relievers Bernie Ysursa
and Keith Gallagher.
Mark Walker had two km for
the 'Breds.
Murray State returns to Ohio
‘. alley Conference action Friday,
ho.ting Morehead State at I p.m.

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DWI

Murray boys basketball players receiving awards were (from left)
Ethan Crum, Best Defensive Player; James Foster, Best Field Goal
Percentage and Most Rebounds; Jason West, Best Fres Throw Percentage: Damon Colioon, Senior Award and Academic Award Clay
Bohn, Senior Award; and Chns Allen, Senior Award and Most
Assists.

MAYFIELD
Brent Anderson and the Calloway County
Lakers got the 1994 baseball sea on off on the right foot Wednesday, shutting out Graves County
Q-0 in a four-inning game.
Anderson. a sophomore, threw
a no-hitter at the Eagles, sinking
out nine of the 13 men he faced

WAREHOUSE TIRE

TIRES

400 Inclustrlai Ro • Murray • 7934111

AC
To

* * * ** * * * * * * * * * *

6CDwain Taylor Chevrolet

P.

Lakers top Graves in opener
Staff Report
Murray Leoger & Times

Cooper

Rodn
Race
befor

PARTS & SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

and walking Just one.
Calloway led 3-0 After two
innings, but a five-run third
inning broke the game 'open.
\kesley Cogdell and Travis
Anderson led Calloway•s eighthit attack with two singles each.
Sean Waller doubled for the Lakers (1-0).
Calloway will host Readland
ioday at the old Murray city park.

will be closed for

Annual Inventory
Friday, April 1st at 12 Noon
Parts eir Service Department will re-open
Monday. April 3rd at 7 a.m.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
'77=
.7
Good service, 769-9686
good coverage
good priceLA* a Good raNghbot,
s-- That's
State Farm a these
State Farm
Sloe Fame twang, Companies
Nara Oilces Pasuiropa Mom
insurance.
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Murray girls basketball players receiving awards were (from left) Sarah Snyder, Most Rebounds and Best Field Goal Percentage; Emma
Shaw, Best Free Throw Percentage; Noelle Jedan, Senior Award:
Bonnie Payne, Best Field Goal Percentage; Sara Williams. Coach's
Hustle Award; and Stacy Thomas, Most Assists.

III Dallas names...
FROM PAGE 9
ing the packing to secretar) Barhara Goodman. Johnson later
called the accounting department
to see if"his multi-million dollar
check had been ,cut.
A source said "It wasn't.
Coach Johnson will probably get
It tomorrow."
Switzer gave his pledge of
allegiance to Jones, who has felt
he hasn't been given enough credit for the two Super Bowl ,titles.
'I give my commitment of loyalty, excellence and commitment
to make it the best." said Switzer, looking Jones in the eye.
Jones said: "I feel we have
one of the most talented teams
that there is the NFL, if not the
most talented team, and one of
the best that has ever been put
together. I led very confident
thai the continuity can be kept in
place and be motivated with the
new head coach of the Dallas
Cowboys, Barry Switzer."
There were mixed reactions
trom the players, but running
back Emmitt Smith and quarterback Troy Aikman signed on
with Switzer.
think Barry is an outstand-

ing _coach and the transition
should be smooth." said Aikman,
who played one year for Switzer
at Oklahoma before going to
UCLA because the Sooners
wouldn't pass. "I believe he will
do a good job. He's keeping the
same staff. Were keeping the
same offense and defense. I think
we'll be comfortable with what
he's trying to do."
Aikman said he felt grateful to
Switzer in college because "he
was very helpful.getting me to a
university (UCLA) to do what I
do best"
Aikman transferred to UCLA
in 1985 and later became the
Cowboy's No. 1 draft pick.,
Smith, who had said on Siturday "if you fire Jimmy, you fire
me," had calmed down after talk time to get it together."
Switzer will retain every coach
on Johnson's staff, including
offensive coordinator Ernie Zarnpese and defensive coordinator
Butch Davis
"It's the greatest coaching
staff in the NFL," Switzer said.
'I competed against some of
them I just ask them to give me
a chance. Just let me garner their
respect'.
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•Coack K...
FROM PAGE 9
their junker. "I can't talk had
about it. It'll hear me and it'll
break down, so I've got to keep
on encouraging it.
"It's an '80. It looks like it's a
'71 dr something like that.'
There's the pseudo commercial, something else to
keep the team — and maybe
Krzyzewski — loose as the
weekend . approaches.
The character in the real commercial, Eddie Jemison, picks up
his familiar role in a limousine.
The fake ad will be shown
prior to the Duke-Florida semifinal game 5aturday night.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

"Racer" Basketball
Banquet
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April 9, 1994 - 6:30'p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
TICKETS: $12.00 each
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Dallas names coach
sooner, than later;
Switzer joins Jones

A Call
To Arms
Rodney leaves
Racer program
before spring
•

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Barry
Switzer moved today into the
same office at Valley Ranch
where Jimmy Johnson had once
replaced Tom Landry, hoping he
has as many Super Bowl trophies
in his future as they did.
The first priority for the former
Oklahoma coach was to meet
players on the roster of the backto-back Super Bowl champion
Dallas Cowboys, including such
free agents as center Mark Stepnoski, fullback Daryl Johnston,
wide receiver Alvin Harper and
offensive linemen Nate Newton
and Kevin Gogan.
The second priority is to familiarize himself with the NFL,
where he's never coached.
„"There's a lot going on and
the draft is on April 24," Switzer
said. "I'm going to try to learn
as much as I can as quickly as I
can."
Switzer said he was "tanned,
rested and ready" after five years
away from football. He faces a

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Coach Houston Nutt is upbeat
about the start of spring practice
Friday, but it sure would be nice
if his top quarterback candidate
was returning.
Freshman Cory Rodney, the
logical replacement for Butch
Mosby after starting two games
in the 1993 season, informed Nutt
recently that he was giving up
football after a promising first
year.
"He said he was tired of competing and his heart wasn't in it
anymore," Nutt said Thursday
morning. "We don't want players
that don't want to be here."
Rodney played in a 10 games
as a freshman, throwing for 796
yards, six touchdowns and completing 52 percent of his passes.
The 5-10, 190-pounder was a
two-time_ all-sta.te selection at
Bentonville High School.
Nutt said that Rodney will
return home and attend school at
the University of Arkansas. "I'm
disappointed, but hey, we'll get
through it."
Nutt now must choose between
four quarterbacks who have seen
little or no collegiate action.
Junior Bcnji Bona appears to be
the top candidate heading into the
spring with reshirt freshmen
Doug Turner and Jonathan Criswell also expected to compete.
Rcdshirt freshman James Baker, a
wide receiver/defensive back last
fall, will also get a shot.
Other than finding a new arm
to operate his multiple, pro-style
offense, Nutt is anxious to begin
his second year.
"Last year everybody was trying to learn everybody. Everything was new," said Nutt, a former quarterback at Arkansas and
Oklahoma State. "This year's different. We know each other an
the players and the coaches know
what to expect."
After Friday afternoon's practice, the Racers will hit the field
Saturday morning from 9
a.m.-noon for a scrimmage.
Spring practice will conclude
with the Spring Game on Saturday, April 16.
Tonight, the Racers will participate in the first-ever Lift-AThon to raise money for video
equipment. The event, held at
Stewart Stadium, will begin at 7
p.m.

Associated Press photo
Former Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer takes over the job of getting Dallas its third-straight Super Bowl
championship.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Poise,
composure and resiliency are
supposed to be the characteristics of veteran teams, not
underclassmen -dominated
squads like Villanova.
In the NIT championship
game, that generalization collapsed just like Vanderbilt did.
Despite using just seven
players — three sophomores,
two freshman and two juniors
— the Wildcats came from

By TOM FOREMAN Jr.
AP Sports Writer
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — The
Atlantic Coast Conference has
always been known as a basketball league, but has two football
titles to brag about, too.
The Southeastern Conference
has a football-only reputation, but
that league has a pair of teams in
the 1994 Final Four.
In one of Saturday's semifi-

Quality Care That Keeps You Miles Ahead BONUS
COUPON DISCOUNT

10%
OFF

$49.90
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**(LUDES

•litopar•iChampion spark plugs
•Inspect emission components
• Set timing, adjust idle speed
(if applicable(
(Vehicles equipped with greater
than 2-barrel carburetor and
standard ignition slightly higher.;
•Additional labor/special spark
plugs extra.

OTHER SERVICES
• Redeemable at dealership
Identified below
• Not applicable to previous
charges or old accounts
• Only redeemable for service
and/or parts purchases
• Not redeemable for cash or
body shop repairs

AIR CONDITIONING
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CHANGE
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our Service
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• New oil (up to 5 qts for cars/
6 qts for trucks'
• New Asopae oil filter
•Complete chassis lube
•Check fluid levels
• Visually inspect battery
(Vehicles requiring special/extra oil
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behind to beat a much more
experienced Vanderbilt team
80-73 Wednesday night.
"They're a hungry team,"
Vanderbilt coach Jan van Brada
Kohl said after his team blew a
15-point halftime lead and let
Villanova became the 15th
school to win both an NCAA
and NIT championship.
The Wildcats (20-12), who
posted the school's first 20-win
season since 1987-88 and completed a stunning turnaround
from last season's 8-19 record,

did it with an intense second
half in which they shot 61 percent overall and 67 percent
from 3-point range.
"These guys have been
messing me up all year," coach
Steve Lappas said. "Despite
their age, they respond under
adverse conditions. Being
young is one thing, but being
composed is another. These
guys surprised even me."
Vanderbilt (20-12) led 41-26
at halftime and had Villanova
looking ragged, but the Wild-

Duke role in Final Four

APRIL SPECIALS!
$3
.1,
190
$44.90

See Page 10

Youthful Villanova tops Vandy in NIT

Free Mopar Car Care Kit with tune-up or wheel balance anekie rotation!•

ENGINE MAINTENANCE
TUNE UP

challenge of matching two Super
Bowls won by both Johnson and
Landry.
Switzer said he plans to do it
Johnson's way.
"There won't be any
changes," said the 56-year-old
Switzer. "I hope the Cowboys
don't change. Jimmy and I are a
lot alike. We've always been
motivated and able to communicate to our teams. I just hope I
can be compared to what Jimmy
did."
He'll also be cashing checks
similar to the one's Johnson got.
Switzer signed a five-year, $5
million deal that includes an
annual "five-year rollover"
clause allowing him to renegotiate and possibly extend his term,
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram
reported in its Thursday editions.
Switzer, in one of his Sooner
pep rally moods, said, "I've been
watching the Super Bowl and
wishing I was there. I want to be
there, baby. I want to take this
bunch there. Just give us a little

•Inspect components for leaks
• Test air conditioning system
performance
;Additional parts/refrigerant/
labor extra )

nals, the two leagues whose identities are getting more and more
blurred will square off. Duke,
regular-season leaders in the
ACC, will play Florida, challengers for the SEC title, in the second game of the doubleheader at
the Charlotte Coliseum.
Arkansas, the other SEC team,
plays Arizona to start the next-tolast round of college basketball
this season:
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"We've talked about this
being a steppinrstone," Lappas said, "and it's just a great
experience to win the championship. It's hard to be any
prouder thap I am tonight. I
hope my team never forgets
what it's like to sit on the rims
and hold a piece of those nets."

•

while basketball barely got into
the back seat. Lon Kruger
replaced Norm Sloan, yet one
more refugee from the ACC, and
lifted the basketball team from
controversy to respectability.
"The people here are enjoying
the success of the basketball team
a great deal," Kruger said during
a national telephone conference
call. "I think people at the University of Florida and fans are

very much accustomed and comfortable to teams doing very well.
They are used to winning national championships and competing
for national championships."
Spurrier's team is still looking
for one, however. Kruger's
search continues this weekend,
and he expects the same type of
enthusiasm in Charlotte that he
might find at Florida Field.

Coack K relaxed prior to trip No. 7
By TOM FOREMAN Jr.
AP Sports Writer
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
There will be the usual cases of
heartburn, indigestion and nerves
at the Final Four. Duke will just
laugh it all off.
With seven trips to the Final
Fwi in nine seasons, the Blue
D1iils have been in various states
of ease with every appearance.
There was Bobby Hurley's nowfamous case of upset stomach in

Humor driving Duke machine
1990, but his was the apparent
exception.
This year's team seems to be
loose, starting with Mike
Krzyzewski's game of H-O-R-SE with Grant Hill in St. Petersburg, Fla., to Krzyzewski's recent
role in a spoof of A current advertising campaign for a top beer.
Krzyzewski also delivers a few

Murray State
Thoroughbreds
Baseball
MSU vs. Morehead State
Doubleheader, 1:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 2
1:00 p.m.

ENE SEEIR CUSTOM. CAIII

3-pointer with 3:22 left that.
gave Villanova the lead for
good, 73-70. Sophomore Kerry
Kitties had 18 and Eric Eberz,
also a sophomore, added 16.

keep ACC rolling

With its consistency of appearances in the NCAA tournament,
the ACC has crowned Georgia
Tech and Florida State as national collegiate football champions
in the last five years. The SEC is
always in the hunt for the national football championship, which
Alabama took in 1992.
It was an ACC defector, Duke
football coach Steve Spurrier,
who enlivened Florida football,

Friday, April 1

two*,dam imipx...* aro,al

cats opened the second half
with a 30-16 run in the first
10:50 to draw within one, then
held Vanderbilt to just three
points in the final four minutes
after the game was tied 70-70.
"I told the kids when you're
old and looking back at your
career and in the books, that
you'll forever see your team
there in the annals. You've just
made a niche in history," Lappas said.
Jonathan Haynes, a junior,
scored 19 points, including a

Admission: $2 adults, $1 children

jabs at his team, and his latest
target was Tony Lang, the featured player at the team's Final
Four news conference on Monday. Lang drives a 1980 Pontiac
Grand Prix, which he had
repainted two years ago. The color was virtually Carolina blue,
which could get him ticketed on
the Duke campus just on
principle.
"He'„k got the oldest car in the
history of Duke basketball,"
Krzyzewski said just as Lang
walked in for his interviews. "It
has more things wrong with it
than any car in existence. He's

used it as an excuse many times
this season."
The coach was now on a roll
and no whistle could have
stopped him.
"It does use oil — probably as
much as gasoline," Krzyzewski
said. "I've tried to show him that
maybe there's some tube, that as
it leaks, it can go back in. We
Just haven't had time to figure it
out."
Lang had no defense for his
car.
"I've got to get rid of that
car," Lang said, then fearing
what every motorist thinks when
they say something bad about
IS See Rage 10
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-'OS T Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
pear carpet yoursetf On
sale now at Blacks Decor trig Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or call 753-0639
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today,
Happy
Birthday!,

Southwest students, faculty
and staff wish to thank
Hoffman's Nursery for table
decorations and greenery and
Gene & Jo's Florist for their
contribution to our showcase.
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DRIVERS Act has a great
system for OTR drivers
You can earn 25 per mile
first year Must be 25yrs
old with 2 yrs OTR Call
800 320 4228

Second C

Ugly Duckling
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HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom

Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

FAST: RELIABLE SERVICE!

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Friday
Saturdav & Evening Appointments Available

302A N. 12th St., Murray, KY

Call Now! 753-4347
%tido
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shop with us compare
prices & return for savings
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CONVENANT TRANSPORT FLEET IS EXPANDING $500 Sign-On Bonus
taller 90 days)LAST YEAR
OUR TOP TEAM EARNED
OVER $95.000 Starling at
$ 27 to $ 29 PER MILE
PLUS BONUSES TO 38
PER MILE Paid insurance,
motel/layover pay, loading/
unloading pay vacation,
deadhead pay solos welcome. truck driving school
graduates welcome REQUIREMENTS age 23. 1
yr venhabie over the road
class A CDL with Hazard Materials
ous
1-800-441-4394
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
lure and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 Ihru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect it funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVERS Come for the
Money Stay tor the Stabil
ity JB Hunt one of
America s largest and most
successful transportation
companies pays its drivers
some of the best salaries in
the business
In
experienced persons call
'800-845 2197 Exper
,enced drivers call
1 800-368 8538 J B Hunt
The Best Run For The Morey EOE Subject to drug
Screen

DRIVERS-Midwest ShotMaul and OTR Opportunities'-Noslip seating,horne
weekly
shorthaul excellent pay/benefits BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS 1-800-JOIN-BMC
EOE
DRIVERS, Over the Road,
conventional equipment
fiats w,sides 1 year expenence required Start 27-34
CPM
Benefits Call
800-444-6648
DRIVERS-0,0 s Take a
Turn For The Better Top
pay, miles and respect
from a company that puts
people first
Call
1-800-423-7629 MUNSON
TFLANSPORTATON EOE
Ext 6013
DRIVERS Start $ 24-$ 28
Raises to S 30 Home of
ten, Assigned convention
els Free medical-dental
$1000 tarp bonus $500
saftey bonus Pad vacation Retirement $300 witty
during Flatbed training
HORNADY TRUCK LINE
1 800-648 9664

•••••••
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Financial Statements • Audits
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MALE
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p--.oilday bills , Earn
500 $2000 month Sell
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not !_iST Moor to Itxx any
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•dCO2S863rt

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA

050

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
if you are in reasonably good health and can
WS( no so lee questions you may qual4y for
prelerred ram Below are few monthly praerred
rases at difterenr apes lor $4000 policy

is now accepting
applications for
manager
and
asst. manager for
the Western KY
area. Two years'
management experience preferred. Send resume
%N./references to
Andrew Jordan,
Area Supervisor,
303 Sheila' Dr.,
flopkinsville, KY
42240.

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

-

Call 753-1916 for details.

BURIAL INSURANCE

Wendy's

g'o-. &

Int
474319 or

IRS Electronic Filing - $25 00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service

APPLY with Hamilton.
Ry kw before Aprel 8 1994
and qualify for $50 ad
vancement ocinus Immedi
ate openings for material
handers general Laborers,
and assemblers All snits
availabbe Hamilton Flyker
has generous benefi( aild
incentive programs Must
meet a substance abuse
poilOy No fee involved
Apply today at 25,5 E
Wood Lakeway Village
Paris TN

FULL time secretary/
bookeeper Computer proficiency good communications skills, arid bookkeeping skills required
experience using Microsoft
Works Microsoft Access
and Scaneon equipment
preferred Small office on
MSU campus, free health
insurance Send letter of
application and resume
with names and addresses
of three references by April
5 to Jayne Crisp WKEC.
Special Education Building,
PO Box 9 Murray KY
42071 3305

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS Run single or
team, west coast runs
Company paid health insurance, $15,000 life insurance policy $30.000, a
year with annual increase.
paid weekly, fuel bonuses
late model equipment,
qualification Meet DO T
requirements David W
Hood
Trucking
800 424 9013

PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more
steady work Apply in per
son at Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S 4th St. AAur
ray KY or call 753-0829

HOUSEKEEPER' childcare provider 3 days a
week must have excellent
references Send resume
to PO Box 1040 A Murray
KY 42071

PART time cashiers
needed Applicants must WOULD like reliable perbe honest 8 dependable son to care for elderly lady 4
Apply at Pioneer Convi- nights 8 1 day per week
ence Mart, 618 S 4th
Call 759-4077 or 759-9713
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Westvenv Nursing Hoene otters
...celient benefits and comp.:000v, salanes
We have the following bob opportunity
RN; Inset-vice Coordinator, FuN time.
muse have one year issperience In tong term care
or adurt education
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Barbara Capp RN DON
sos
SOP 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 1444 STREET tasUIRRAY Keinucev 42071
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Free Training Samples Kit
I 900 690 AVON
COACH NEEDED for
Calvert City Swim Teem
Knowtedge of strokes and
aide to work with chifdren
ages 5 18 korn July 1 July
25 Send resume to PO
Box 264 Calvert City KY
42029 or call 396 8164 by
Awe 10. 1964

WestView
NU.4•10.•

14

0 NT

Westview Nursing Home otters
excellent benefits and comOlialie s4111""
We hove the following job opportunities:
1We • FuN tame, 3-11
Nursing Assistant - Fyi ime
ARpw
pba
y ine
n parciappson Ncor
r
;
o
0
N
cl
RN
so(
1401 acait.ati•
o.
:
1111
5 113
11=
4

KINNICKY41"71

DRIVERS Top opportuni
ties for owner operators in
three fleets Relocation Sevices Bianketwrap and
High Value Products Outstanding tractor purchase
program avail Ask about
RSD performance
compensation-earn up to
6% more Tuition free Raul
irig for ins xid drivers North
American Van Lines
800-348 2147 Dept
EE 15
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mad Start now,
no experience free supplies, free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime Dept 28, PO Box
30 Bangs, Ti 76823
HOUSEKEEPER for 1hot
ough cleaning on Fridays
4 Shrs references re
guyed 759 1401
MECCA Masson Employ
mere and Career Consult
mg of America All tie c-a
rear development help you
need resume building in
servo* techniques bob
mental strategies salsify
negotiation Call for your
personal appointment today 502 753 5824 The in
Nal assessment is keel

MATURE man or woman
needed for 3rd managerial
positon of local grocery
store Duties include front
end supervision and bookkeeping duties plus other
managerial duties This is a
part time position but per
son needs to be able to
work days and weekends
Send resumes to Save-A
Lot S 12th Murray. KY
42071
MURRAY Family YMCA
seeks Executive Director to
manage programs and fitness center B S Degree
and 5 years experience required Excellent motivational leadership end
public relations skills es
sental Send resume and 3
references to Judy Brookhiser MSU. Box 9. kAurray,
KY 42071-0009
NEED someone for mowing Friendship Church of
Christ grounds Apply Sat,
April 2nd 1pm at Church
building For more informs)
Don call 436-2422
NO experience, $500 to
$900 weekly'potental processing FHA mortgage re
funds
Own hours
1 501 646-0044 ext 389
24 hours
OWNER Operators CAR
DINAL FREIGHT CAR
PIERS is hiring exper
*need owner operators to
run QTR in the van and
flatbed divisions Profitable
pay program Accurate
weekly settlements Medical insurance with dental
and vision coverage avail
able Rider program and
time home EOE MIF
1 900-220 2421
REGIONAL Drivers
Wanted Based in the India
Napoli" Area Excellent pay
and benefits Late model
assigned conventronals
Contact Dixie Midwest
Transort•tion
1 800-526 4001
SAFETY
Advisor
$2150/mo Company will
train
Call Mon Fri
9am Ipm
only
615 399 8269
WANTED Management
Merkeling Sale Consul
lents for National Communications Firm expanding in
Kentucky Full or pert lime
Flexible hours Call
502-142 0404
or
502 782-2606

kk•

••

111111

1
War

ALTERATIO
pars Rental I
dos Ruth's S
Country Squi
121, Murray

....

SEWING lob
eluding for
753-1061

061

Help
Warted

MARKETING ASSISTANT Bowling Green
Bank is seeking a Marketing Assistant Responsibilities include sales promotion advertising and public
relations and coordination
of all marketing functions
Strong interpersonal and
communications skills
needed The idea candi
date should have a BS
Degree in marketing or a
related held experience is
preferred but not required
Send resume and salary
requirements to Personnel
Department. P 0 Box
1050. Bowling Green, KY
42102-1050 Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN

CLEANING h
business Rai
winced. rdl
Lands 759-95

• Ihrodinim ore 2 dors
In advanced

Help
Wanted

INDUSTRIAL/
WAREHOUSE Duties include shipping receiving.
tow motor experience ma
Call
chine repair
753-5794

CM
1i 161114

Mon.-Fd. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

I Si

telp
WNW

Notice

WILD
CONSERVA
Game wade
maintenance,
necessary trii
into caN (219)
7159, liam-91

WAITRESSES needed
Apply in person at Hong
Kong Restaurant Hwy 641
N No phone calls please'

OPPor

AMERICA'S
soon on CNN
ing National A
Rob Ouick$
vestment Re
Jim
1-800-456-61:

BE YOUR C
Possible $2,5
$8.000 Fullt
processing
claims for Het
viders and Di
ware Purchre
plus compute
avail
1-800-722 SAI

WE are looking for fulltime
sales associates Must be
able to meet the public
Most have an outstanding
personality, positive amtude and-enioy sales Must
be flexible to work 9-6 MooSat throughout the year
Most apply in person by
10am daily No phone calls
please Con Austin Murray KY location

PIZZA INN 'A
Choioe in PIZ]
sing full servic
livery units '
mum
cas
800-2-THE INI

Instruc

BE a radio ani
the yob traninc
do stations I
work schedule
once required
for recording a
chute 1-800-3

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sq.
Hale Road right on Sq Hale Road 114 MR
OPEN TO THE Pull( IC

P.O. Box 1033

753-0466

ComPo

NON PRO{ IT OnGANIZATION

COMPUTEF
753-8332, Mor

Murray

For Si
Or To

Hodge, Noel & Associates

YOU BRING
753-740C

Ine income To.K T7clesssona1.4.

INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce

Nod, EA, CFP

915 Coldwater Rd.

Wan
To Eh
ANTIQUES by
collections Ca
after,5pm

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

(502) 753-6069

CASH for mc
tires 8 axles
901-644-0679
CASH paid for
rifles, shotgun
tols. Benson
Goods, 519
Murray

World of Sound
You do have a choice! on car and
home stereo and home theater.
JVC, Sanyo, Pioneer, Kenwood,
Jensen, Panasonic, Craig, Sentrek, A.A.L., Infinity, MTX, Orion,
Cerwin Vega. Your only source of
in store service at

WANT to buy:
Mum,glasswar
piece or hou:
4 9 2 - 8 1 28
10am-4 30pm
WINDOW air c
working Of not

World of Sound
753.5865

222 so. 12th

MC Visa Welcome

Artkli
For Sr

10IN color N Ja
ding dress 2 rx
fish tank 8 a
Bearcat 70 XI.
2-10 speeds v,
pots, 386 com;
cat 210- XL Sc
762-6291 for d

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
.4St Tax Service

1989 JOHN Di
rear engine rid
30m cut, good
$650 753-218

Call Tony Page at

753-8107
FA

0
5

SA1

9:00

Murro)-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing qualify healthcare in Weyer'?
Kennackt. and .Vortiourst Tennessee. °MOWN-CS
IMe 1011040I7° lob openings

AT TN
1121

LABORATORY AIDE (PHLEBOTOMIST):
Part-time and PRN positions available Responsible or obtaining specimens and assisting
with cancel and non-technical duties in the lab
The qualified applicant must possess a high
school education or equrylent College courses
in biology and chemistry, are recommended
Previous experience destred

CM
TIN API

CONSi
For details contact
Personnel Pet.I
(582)712-11811

IF 11(
TVS
THIS

MURRAY
CALIANAY
cOUNTY
11-DSITIAL

SAT

sir.-ei • Mijrroii Kentucky 42071

r

,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WILDLIFE ,
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
rreintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hinng For
into call(219) 794-0010 eat
7159 flen %pm 7 days

Deateede
& Meese
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and expenenoed. references Call
Linde 759-9553

Mew
Pa SO

basks
Fes Sole

1993 Now Leftover POOLS
not. at Big Savings! Meny
modes & sizes For ex
giant 19X31 pool with sun
deck fence and Met now
only VMS Complete FLII
Financing
Call Jill at
1 SOO- 759-6068

SHOW up your ciasammes
at the Prom ews year in a
beautiful Alyce sequined
and beaded party dress
The lank lop style dress is
lug of colored sequins and
beads red green royal
purple and gold An eye
catching tat ist any prom or
formal Worn only once for
• photo shoot Size 6- can
fit maximum measure
moms of 36/27/37 or less
Easily alterable Backless
will look great with rut
Spring Break tan! If you
want the best this is it
$200 obo Serious inquiries
only Call 753-1866

IMP, Ruth Berry submersi
bie pump, with 200ft of 1in
PVC pipe Slightly used
$375 Call 435-4147
4 PERSON spa, hot tub
83X59 cedar wood cabinet
soh cover chemicals in
cluded 759 1194

(4l

Position
Wanted

BAHAMA Cruise! 5daysi4
nights underbooked! Must
sell! $279/couple Limited
tickets (407) 767 8100 ail
4395 Mon-Sat 9am-10pm

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew, BOGARD trucking and ex
Country Square 1608 N cavating, inc We haul top
121, Murray 753 6981
soil gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear COLORTYME clearance
753-1061
sale all previously rented
items must go 14 Cu ft
1011
refrigerator $200. tax 25"
Business
tv's, $150. tax & up VCR's
Oppxtualty
$125. tax & up Kenwood
710, $500. tax And much
AMERICA'S Favorite As
more Call or come by tosoon on CNN & NBC. Exist
day 759-4487
ing National Accounts $Get
Rich Quick$ Penimum In- DIAMOND Earrings pearvestment Required Call shaped in 14K, yellow gold
Jim
Reynolds mountings 1 60 carat total
1 -800-456-6 120
weight Gorgeous color and
brilliant clarity GIA appraiBE YOUR OWN BOSSsal $8,300 distress price
Possible $2,500 Parttime
$3,300 502-451-3883
$8,000 Fullbme monthly
processing insurance DISCOUNT CABLE REclaims for Healthcare Pro- CEPTION SYSTEMS
viders and Dentists Soft- (Satellite TV) All mwor
ware Purchase requires bands available, complete
plus computer Financing G-5 systems $899 C & C
available
Professional installation
1-800-722 SAMS
and service available in 21
western Kentucky counPIZZA INN 'Americas *1
ties 502-545-3203 9-5
Choice in Pizza' •Franchi
Mon-Fri, Henry's, Fredosing full service and/or denia, KY (since 1983)
livery units •$75K minimum
cash
Call GARDEN TILLERS, Rear,
800-2-THE INN
Tine TROY BUILT Tillers,
at low, direct from the fac110
tory prices For FREE catalog with prices, special
SAVINGS NOW IN EFInstruction
FECT, and Model Guide,
BE a radio announcer On call
TOLL FREE
the fob training at local ra- 1-800-922-4600, Dept
6
dio stations Train around
work schedule No experi- LITTLE Tike Playhouse,
ence required Call toll free $30 Singer sewing mafor recording and free bro- chine with cabinet, $85
Black bakers rack, $15
chure 1-800-345-2344
Grill, $25, OBO on any
item Call 436-2616 leave
120
message

Computers
COMPUTER system
753-8332 Mon-Fri

For Sale
Or Trade
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL

140

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
PANASONIC PV-2301 yid
with remote Never been
used $175 763-7797

Watt
To Buy
4

MOTOROLA mobile
phone, excellent condition
Phone 435-4138

PAPASAN chair & stool,
ANTIQUES by the piece or
$65 New female Guess
collections Cal 753-9433 jacket,
$45 Goff dubs &
atter,5pm
4
bag, $45 753-0627
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578. REDUCED STRESS,
LOSE WEIGHT with Alpha
901-644-0679
Sauna-Message Health
CASH paid for good, used Environment Capsule Ultinfies. shotguns, and pis- mate in body & mind fittols Benson Sporting ness Portable, Profitable
Goods, 519 S 12th, Affordable FREE color ca
Murray
talog 1-800-680-4853
WANT to bur anbque,furniture, glassware & china 1
piece or housefull Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm
WINDOW air conditioners,
working or not 753-5958

REGULAR size bed with
matching dust ruffles, comforter & sheets. $75
436-2805
SEARS 230 amp ac welder, $225 Call 492-6141
after 5pm

i co

SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
IOIN color hi Jasmine wed- From $199 Lampsding dress 2 new helmets Lotions -Accessories
fish tank & accessories Monthly payments low as
Bearcat 70 XI.T scanner. $18 Call Today FREE
2-10 speeds v.31in 2 hot- NEW Color Catalog
pots, 386 computer. Bear- 1-800-462-9197
cat 210- XL scanner Call SUN tanning beds
new &
762-6291 for details
used financing available
1989 JOHN Deere 11hp Parts service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
rear engine, riding mower
9 2 7 4
301n cut, good condition, 7 5 3
1-800-540-9790
$650 753-2183
Articles
For Sale

SINGER '4 thread imager,
model 14U34 used very
lade excellent condition,
$300 435-4567
TANNING BEDS Commercial or lhome Discount
prays on popular Montego
Bay Wolff Systems Lo
bons, supplies, service Financing on approval credit
1-704-435-6860 or
1-800-762-3177

0

an THE MAYFIELD OPEN
N SAT., APRIL 16, 1994
9:00 AM.- RAIN OR SHINE
V

•i•

N

AT Till

- MAYFIELS, KY.
CONTININNIFTNE TRADITION!!
WE WIU. N SACK AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
ON SATURDAY APRIL 11T14
PON nt6 ANNUAL MAL DAY Or NJC71011contsomi
CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOM
BRING YOUR ECIUIPMBR TOM FOJR0R:UND6N
N.IRIDAY MD FPII1SY
14TH I 15711 FON OFIECK It
**************
RSA APAR AMMO NAB ANIIIIPOSAS AMIPOSSMI

DON'T MISS ITII
**************
CONSIGN NOW' - WE HAVE THE BUYERS"
IF YOU STILL HAVEN'T FOUND
THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!!
NAAR YOUR CALARIDAPINOWIt
SATURDAY,*PIM 11111I, 1904
OM &IL - MAIN SS RUNE

JAMES R. CASH
riff R filPirY FARM KY
PINIONS !DO/ 1,/ .1 81411.4.

TFif

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mounurn-lop
views. iw•Pleos balcony
liAdheh clubhouse pool
lactase March & April
Specialsi Individual units
rented by Schweigert En
worse& Free Brouchure
1 800 242-4853 (205)
988 5139
SMOKY MTN MEMO
RES Beautiful chapel in
Gatlinburg Weddings
simple to el•gant
Photographs. Flowers, Vid
•os Lodging. Limo Ordained Minister-No
blood tests No waiting
1-800/242-7115
WEDDINGS
OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Mountain
Chapel overlooking river,
near Gadinburg Romantic
CARRIAGE RIDE Cabins.
Jacuzzis or Hot Tubs
Charge Cards accepted
No tests/no waiting
HEARTLAND
1 800-448-VOWS (8697)

IMOD
Wow Fes Sale

Aminsis

MOBILE HOME REP05
FOR SALE Singl•si
doubles. Fansnortp avertable Casein, laie model
homes Groan Tree Financial Corporation/(ooks:Ay
or
606 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1.800-221-8204

FURNISHED apse revery
now Magee* in Army No
pets AIso slorporoa rooms
Zimmerman
Apts
753-6609

&Me
Hague For Refit
2BR Grogan's Trager Park
Appliances & water furnColeman RE
ished
753-9098
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electnc or gas Waking dos
tance to college 753-5209

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

Business
Rented,

NEW apertments for rent
Townhouse style, 1,4 bath
2br. kitchen appliances
ice-maker built-in micro
wave rod hook-up Cal
753-3966 after 5pm. or
753-7435 days
NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU$400/mo Call
753-0472

Mobile
Home Lets For Rent

300

LARGE 1 4 yr old 2br brick
duplex Stove refrigerator
with icemaker drshweiher
microwave Wid hook-up
Central gas his Low ute
Des Great neighborhood
$425imo Lease deposit
no pee 753-9302

NICE duplex 2br, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
log Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

FOR sale Bach Trigge
Trombone Used only one
yew, excellent condition
Call 753-7092 for details
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION))

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

125 ROLLING ACRES

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Iff tV,11IT

till1111Miffs)714

SAT, APRIL 2ND, 1:00 P.M.

RATTRAY DAIRY LAND

2d0
Miscellsneous
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Be married in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods Gatlinburg No
blood test or waiting period!
Romantic honeymoon ca
bins w/fireplaoe and hot
tubs! 1 800 729 4365
FOR lakes, ponds roads. &
streets, we have dozers,
graders. dirt movers & also
do parking lots Any size
lob Free estimates Cal
Ted Edwards Of Charles
Smotherrnan. 753-9822 or
436-5828

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

SOUTH Gil AVETUTCENTUCKY
NEAR THE LYNN VILLE COMMUNITY
FROM LYNNVILLE TAKE HWY 381 SOUTH 2.5 MILES
SOUTH OF MAYFIELD KY - WEST OF MURRAY KY
EAST OF FULTON KY - NORTH OF DRESDEN TN

IDEAL FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING
VERY ACCESSIBLE W/DOUBLE ROAD FRONTAGE
MINNS - maws- MAN ma - sas
1
NONNIIONEIN NAM - OLDER RIME NOM
$10,000.00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS
NO INININIUMSII NO RESERVATIONS!!

MIS ONE COULD BE A SLEEPER!!
SELLING REGARDLESS OF PINGED
MAKE PLANS TO SE TWINER

JAMES R. CASH
ix SO/ 11,4 I 1146fir . ii ,''I 1 I Iiii. •.1n

.1 'JI

iC

SAT, APRIL 2ND, 1:00 P.M.
125 ROLLING ACRES
CALL FOR A DETAILED SROCNIME

POMERANIAN AKC, white
male, 2A yrs old Pet or
kennel dog Throws small
pups, $150 Chihuahua.
AKC male chocolate/tan.
2yrs old House pet $150
901-584-4475
VICHON Free puppies. 5
males, mother & father on
premises $300/ea
753-2410
WEST Highland while ternor pups Champion sired.
$500/es 759-4556
130

;hi
Estate
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities, on site
security 753-3293 after
6pm
JUST now on the market 2
acre tract of land on Hwy 94
lust Wiest of Lynn Grove
Offered at 1113500 thru
Kopp•rud Realty
753-1222 WS, 026

YARD SALE
Sat., April 2
114E to Burteen's
Grocery
(FaxonNewburg
Road),
turn East, 5 mileS to
sale site.

Antiques:

gnnci

13

MARCH 31, 1994

Tir

Fes Sus

WIN your own restaurant 800-2200S0 ft Coleman
WEIGHT LOSS GUARANRE 753-9898
on beautiful Lake Cumber
TEED! Stops nibblers, binland enter and win essay
HARD
to believe that office
gers, emotional eaters
contest Valued $100000.
$21 95 White Cross Tabs, bonus $5,000 for early en- space on the oourtsouare in
Black Capsules. Cromium
tries Must be 18 For FREE downtown Murray is affordPicolinate Plus available
contest rules send name able & available but it is & SUMMER'S coming beauWHOLESALE PHARMAand address to Landing Re- Debbie can tell you all ab- tiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
CEUTICAL
each 2br, w/d hook up,
staurant Box 399 James- out it Call 753-1266
1-800-340-3438 COD/ town KY 42629
RETAIL or Office Space in 15min from Murray Top
Credit Cards Accepted
S Side Shopping Center $350/mo bottom $275/mo
527-9639
250
753-4509 or 753-6612
WHITE prom dress, silver
Business
sequins knee length can
TAKING applications for
Services
be worn with or without
320
section 8 rent subsidized
strapes Asking $75
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedApartments
K T I and Associates offer
rooms, handicap accessi753-8089
For Rent
ing a full line of investigative
ble Equal Housing OpporYOU BRING WE SELL' San/COS Bel Air Center
1.2 3BD apts Furnished, tunity Apply
Hilldale Apts
753-3868
or
436-6099
753-7400
very nice near MSU No Hardin,
Ky or call
pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 502-437-4113
260
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1SS
TN.
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du1BR apartment, utilities inRadio
plex, appliances furnished
Appliances
cluded, rent based on inDON'T miss Colortyme's come_ Elderly, handicap & central gas heat & air.
REFRIGERATORS, March
madness clearance disabled Equal Housing $475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Call
stoves, washers & dryers
sale. All previously rented O pportunity
Clean & guaranteed to
753-2905
items will be sokr-Come by 502-354-8888
work Call 354-8528
today for a mad deal. Open
anytime
330
9am-6pm, Mon-Sat, until 1BR central h/a, w/d hookup, references & deposit
7pm on Fri 12th St Murray
Rooms
required-: No pets
160
For Real
753-3949 —
Home
270
1614 OUVE, all utilities
FumleNnps
Mobile
1BR low utilities, refer- furnished, kitchen & Irving
Homes For Sale
ences & deposit required
COUCH & chair good conroom privileges Coleman
ditign. 436-5541.
RE 753-9898
1981 ELCONA 14X70 with No pets, S185/mo
753-3949
expando, 3br, 1'h bath
KING size waterbed, book8 MILES South of Murray,
case headboard, mrror, central air, appliances, 1 OR 2br apts near down- $100/mo 436-2510
porch, underpinning, town Murray 753-4109
new drop-in interspring
$10,500 527-9558
mattress, $200 obo
310
2BR 1'/i bath townhouse,
753-4144
Houses
1983 2BR, 1 bath, real nice, new, spacious All apcathedral ceilings in Coach pliances furnished includFor Rent
COMPLETE king size
Estates off 16th St, Murray. ing washer & dryer Call
waterbed, $75. 753-2915
2BR house near downtown
753-9428 or 759-1488
753-1614
Murray $325/mo, lease reQUEEN size hide-a-bed,
2BR, furnished & carpeted 2BR. 1 bath duplex, garage quired 753-4109
country blue GE 19in color
tv 1 7cli ft Frigidaire re- on 3 lots Well & septic with automatic door 3BR house in town.
frigerator, coppertone, frost system A bargain Wilson opener, dish washer, gar- $300/mo. 753-8292,
Realty, 302 S 12th
bage disposal, w/d hook- 6pm-10pm.
free $125/ea obo Call
753-3263
up, central h/a, $450/mo.
753-1050 after 5pm
lyr lease. Day 753-7688, SMALL 3br house 1603h
TWO living room suits, both 2BR mobile home for sale nights 759-4703.
Olive, $250. 492-8225.
consisting of a couch and on rented lot $3,500 obo
Call 753-6012 after 5pm.
2BR, 1 bath duplex Apchair 489-2999
360
pliances furnished Cenfral
ATTENTION, SELLERS/
For Rent
gas heat, central air,
BUYERS, mobile home
Or Lamm
$425/mo 1 mo deposit, 1yr
loans 1976 and newer
lease, no pets. 753-2905. Brakes-for rent, Pro Two,
from Green Tree Financial
for vinyl siding. 436-2701
Refinancing
available
2BR duplex, $250/mo. No
574 INTERNATIONAL with
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
quick disk connect front Fast, friendly service. For pets 207 S 11th St
application
call 753-0409, 753-3415
warehouses on Center
end loader Call 753-9840
1-800-221-8204
Drive behind Shoney's
2BR
townhouse,
new, spa- $20-$40/mo.
630 CASE 53hp hydrolic 5f1
759-4081.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
cious, all appliances includbush hog, runs good
Specializing in mobile ing washer & dryer. NORTHWOOD Storage
436-2834
home electric services 200 753-4573
presently has units evadCASE International 495 amp $375 100 amp $325
able Call 753-2905
water
2BR,
furnished Lotractor, 42hp, approxi- 435-4027
cated 1601 Farmer,
mately 150 hours
370
$300/mo Coleman RE
502-753-4389
or
Livestock
753-9898
502 753-5960
& &wiles
4BR, 2 bath apts available
TOBACCO setter for sale
now Centel h/a, appli- MSU Bull Test Sale, Wes
2 row, 3 point hitch Call
KY Expo Center, Murray,
canoes furnished Located
753-6344
KY Brangus, Gelbvieh,
on Diuguid Coleman RE
Charolais, Simmental
753-9898
Tuesday, April 5th, 7pm
EMBASSY 2br, central For information call
gas appliances furnished
502-762-6930
NEW decors are arriving Coleman RE 753-9898
MELE X golf cart good con
daily' Prices sliced on dis380
dibon with new batteries & counted
decors. Save big
Pets
root 435-4027
bucks!! Dinkins Mobile LARGE 2br, 2 bath, central
& Supplies
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79E, h/a, w/d hook-up, ap210
pliances & water furnished
Pans, Tn 1-800-642-4891
AKC Cocker Spaniel,
No pets 753-3949
black, male, trained, all
Quality homes at affordable
Firewood
shots
753-2162.
MUR-CAL
Apartments now
prices Buy from huge
accepting applications for AKC Golden Retriever
seection or custom order
A FIREWOOD for sale
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
puppy, last of letter Pnoe
437-4667
Phone 759-4984 Equal negotiable 435-4331 after
Hwy 79E Rens Tn
Housing Opportunity
FIREWOOD, also tree ser- 1-800-642-489fe'i
5pm & weekends
vice 436-2562
DOG Day Afternoon, dog
grooming 759-1768
220
Musical

c FARM MACHINERY
t_AILCIII/114

I

THURSDAY

II

DON'T
MISS IT!

Pr

I

YARD SALE
Kirkaay Area
Via mi. east of
Kirksay on Hwy 464

Neighborhood
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8. Noon
By items step exerciser
well
pump,
clothes Avon bottles
WIC

2016 Carol Dr.
Fr1. & Sat
7 a.m..?
Cookware large & smal
lulchen
lances

stone, dated 1839,
treadle Singer machine, attachments,
sews perfectly, wagon wheels & rims,
iron kettles, desk &
chair; Lades Home
Journal, 1891; Callo-

iems. men's & womsWi
clothes & shoes (mens
4—
12AAA) curtains, bj

way County Gazette,

&shades,carpel,

94 E to Hwy.

1911,

tans, heaters, lull sze
bed rails, LP gas bar-bclue, leaMer top cocktail

on rightlust before
Wildcat grocery.

Other:

Video Disc
Player with 75 movies; stereo; horse
cart; English saddle &
bridle; tack; aluminum
dog box; truck topper;
wheels & axles; Panasonic
typewriter,
12K memory, auto
functions, ribbons &
liff-off
tape (exc.
Cond.), Misc. clothing,
toys, books, furnishings, pctures.
***Carrier Central
Air Unit"'
(excellent condition)

2 Party
Yard Sale
4 ml. West on
Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat.

8-

4 ea. day

Decorating items,
furniture.
Rain or Shine!

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

753-9585 or 489 2273
day of sale

power loots pictures &
tames lamps, baty-

3 Party
Yard Sale
no,
go 5 ml. located

Friday &
Saturday

table,

many
other
household ferns

8 a.m. - ??
Lots of stuff for
everyone

Moving Sale
(Indoors)
300 South 6th St.
March 30 1 31
AprIl 1, 2, I & 5th
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Everything must go!
TV, VCR, books, art
supplies. tools, lamps.
frames, jewelry. boys
CiOth06, dishes, C0iIectables, all furniture

Gigantic
Carport Sale
414 W. Barnett St.
Hazel, Ky.
Fri, April 1st
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat., April 2nd
7 a.m.4:30 p.m.
All kinds of glassware, furniture, entertainment center with 21" t.v , old trunk I
can't name 'tall, you've got
IC come and seel

BIG YARD SALE
103 Spruce St.
(Behind Kenlake Food)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Boys clothes(sz NB-4)
Ladies shoes(sz 7 /2-8),
high chair
carriage
stroller, toys, household
items, portabie dishwasher, twin bed full
sz bed, storm windows
& doors. washer • '85 Renault Alliance, 14" tires

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
7:00 - ?
Wiswell Road just
past
Southwest
Elem.
10 speed bike, toys,
children's & ladies
clothes & shoes, PVC
patio furniture, baby
items, playpen, cosmetics.

r

410

Real
EMS.

110
Real
Estate

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Beautiful setting REDUCED

3

FOR sale New brick 4 plex
apartments, extra nice Call
753-3966 after 5pm

br., 2 bath

GOOD 37.11(1

6 miles North - Murray

Call Mur-Cal Realt

753-4444

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., April 2nd, 1994 at 10 a.m. at Mr. William Payne
home.From Mayfield,Ky.take 121So.Follow to auction.
From Murray take 121 North through Coldwater.Watch
for auction signs.
28' Frolic travel trailer self contained, gas stove, ref. & air
cond. - 140 gal. propane tank - 1971 I.H. pickup truck,8 cyl. - 2
wheel trailer - large truck topper with jacks - large metal truck
body for storage - Snapper riding mower needs work - garden
tiller - chest freezer - old lantern - circle saw blades - 5' step
ladder - metal cabinet - step ladder - steel barrel - bench
grinder, electric fencer - vise - log chain - wash tubs - ice chest pressure spray - hand pump - ext. cords - other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
AUCTION #2 at Dan Miller Auction Barn at 11:00. From
Mayfield take 121So.to 1836 So.Follow to auction.From
Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky.
Watch for auction signs.
Maple table & chairs - nice dining table, 6 chairs & china
cabinet - oak table and spindle back chairs - small rocker - nice
entertainment center - straight chairs - nice wood baby
dressing table with 3drawers -5 drawer chest - knee hole desk
- old round top trunk - treadle sewing machine - old chifferobe old 5 drawer chest - bedroom suite - odd beds - chest & vanities
- nice old 1/2 bed - large office desk - baby bed. 110 air cond. Zenith color t.v. - metal clothes cabinet - straight chairs - stereo
- couches & chairs - odd chairs - coffee & end tables - lamp
tables - vanity lamps - beautiful chandelier with glass prisms stove & ref. - like new microwave - washer & dryer - nice
electric keyboard organ - twin & regular springs & mattresses
- good glass & china - pots and pans - flatware - small kitchen
appliances - fireplace insert - nice Sears air compressor with
regulator - nice 20' ext. ladder - step ladder - picnic table upright corn iheller - C clamps - outside oil heaters - riding
lawn mower - rotary tiller - push mower - line trimmer - chain
saw - wrenches & tools - horse drawn tools - cotton planter - 5'
rotary cutter - 4' rotary cutter - 14' J.D. disc - gas tanks on
stand - Big Red 3 wheeler - large lot of new & used small engine
parts - also parts books for small engine - good plumbing
fixtures- nice light fixtures - new storm door - wood door - 22
auto. rifle - fishing equipment - hand & yard tools - 2 wheel
trailer - new Case XX pocket knives and others - good selection
of new electric power tools. This is only a partial listing.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
My Sr,rico Ihwsn't( tost If Priyii.

I

,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ID

Carport
Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

•

`IOU CAN own your own
Awn*, No devoropareent on
Wes materials. ateadwe
oonstruceon financing Car
Miles Homes today
1 800-343 2884 eat 1

1600 Sunset
Frt., April 1

Las
For Sas

7 am.-12 Noon

Women

&

00y

0lOttleS,
leerelry
paper bas, /OM 01
everythirc

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vda subdroolon Al toy
utilities reduced $17 500
753-4873 after 6pm

111111
01 tZ
kD
Cot Ii)
81.
HERE
CA141.
753-1916

First Time
Yard Sale
(Several Parties)
Fn & Sat_
Apr i 1 & 2
21 mi. from oty kmitSi 94 EaSt turn lett on
Van Cleave Rd by
Happy Holiday Pontoon 8 1Crs mi on lett
Watch for sgns

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
Apnl 1st & 2nd
FREE BROCHURE'Lake.
812 North 20th St.
ront & acreage land bargain
on beaubful Watts Bar Lake
Exerase bicycle small
near Knoxville Teonessee
appliances. telephones.
Nicely wooded paved lOad
garden and srcp loot.
la utilities Incredible
men's and *omen's doveva' Financing available
flung, books. Queen 0, Buy dived from Developer

Farms
Sae

•

1976 GILES camper 26'
SPACIOUS 3br 2 bate AC furnace refrigerator,
wee great liovertg key out ges Al you need bra fun
beauldi lesohen breakfast CAMTINna trip 51411194 41P
room separate dining pro* 5. $2,300 or Was
room Lois of extras coun 345-2690
try club view Call for your
1961 35FT Aeon Excellent
appointment today
condition set up on Wks
753-2906
hont lot in nice RV Park
502 436-2751

ski 550
Many extras. wish trailer
excellent condeon $2650
liAist sell 753 6885
1969 KAWASKI ex

YOU BRING
753-7400

WE SELO

6 7 apes, East of Murray
woods. pasture S89
beautiful- Terms
759-1922

1990 2T TtOGA motor
home 5.XXX moos Brand
conoition
new
or
50 2 - 7 5 3 4 3 8 9
502 753-5060
1903 JACO pop up car)
pelf NM rOOI as & awning
queen size bed on 1 end &
standard bed on other end
753-2158 atter 5pm
YOU BRING
753 7400

1992 EAGLE Talon
oaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm
28R 1'4 bath brick on 3
acres on Hwy ao near
Aurora, $55.000
753-6556. 753-2951
2 STORY house. 31,1, 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miss
tsi of Murray on 641
437-4996
38R brick home on Southwestschool district Central
gas heat central electric
air attached garage Just
reduced to $69,500 thru
oopperud Realty
753 1222 k4LS0013

Services
Oilseed

Campers

1981 EL Canino $2500
1601 Loch Lomond
753 3704
1982 F250 H D 4X4
20 XXX miles on rebuild
good condition $5 500
Call 435 4503
1985 ROC Z28 t tops
Loaded all options good
condition $3 700 obo
753 6885
1986 BUICK Electra V-6
auto &c,loaded. 84,XX X
moles 2nd. owner personal
car excellent shape
$3600 Phone Frankfort
or
502-875-1844
502-875-4050 (dealer)

38R central gas heat & so
3y rs Cold lenoecl backyard.
nioli neighborhood Good
Owner
&
save
thousands'
with
comforter set
1987 MAZDA B-2200 5sp
starter or retiree home Im
Cali
Shadows
7
Indian
anefm cassette 52.000
drapes. many msc
mediate possession
days 800-239-8323 File '535.214 after 5pm
759 9641
items
S0-07214:48-167
1988 CHEVROLET Ceie38R home in tow, quiet
LAKE neighborhood Reduced to
bray auto. ps. pb,
• KENTUCKY
CLOSE04.11` SALE' Lake 549-500 Contact Kop
stereo, new tires. 51 XXX
Access Hornesites 1 2 AC perud Realty 753-1222
miles Clean car, $2,875
was $24 900
now MLS9 5269
502-875-4050 (desire)
$19 900-4 6 AC $9 800
1990 HONDA Accord LX
Gorgeous lake develOp- 5 ROOM house near ColOne owner 5sp. $7,000
merle Drastically reduced opiate( 753-0,438 •
753-91°78 after 6m
prices on remaining par
BY OWNER 31x 1 ,i bath
eels' Exc terms Hurry for
1990 MAZDA 626 LX 4dr
once. ranch Eat in kitchen
best selection
Call formal
76xxx mars loaded. $6800
dining room living
1800-858-1323 Woodland
1991 Hyundai Sonata 4dr
room family room with
Acres
-bay window Central gas 45xxx miles $4900
753-5500
KENTUCKY Lake Area heat & air wall to-wall car1605 Miller
SAVE THOUSANDS, pet ceiling tans. jacuzm
Street
14[14ft storage bldg Lot 1991 PONTIAC Grand Am.
CLOSEOUT 84 AC Po
75x150. *descant lot avail- blue, 50.XXX 'moles. 4dr,
vale $5900 28 AC Sea
sonal view 5.4 900 This able Walk to banks & shop- $6,500 527-5319
your chance to own gor- ping Priced -to sell. mid 1991 TOYOTA Carnry in
geous land near Kentucky $704 Call for appt
excellent condition Call
Lake for a fraction of the 753-4359 753-6098
Fn. & Sat.
cost, Buy now & build or..
BY owner Canterbury 1992 EAGLE Talon.
April 1 & 2
save for future use' Excelbeauttful, large. tibr, 2 bath loaded - 753-8613 after
7 a.m...?
lent fieanang Don't mess
In, level breakfast room, 5:30prn
now
Call
121 North, 1 mile
out'
torrnal dining room, large
1-800-858-1323 Woodland
West of Coldwater
OUTH LAZIN
great roop, new gis agic,
Acres .
miles, excel4 new cagilOtt
EnterIonment center
o os1810,'
t
isOPPERUID Realty has • master
sego lenta.coodition, Wks over
q.flrack antiques &
buyers waiting to purcease orate' all mirrored dressing payments 489-2609 after
coiedibies
bores
nomes•all price ranges It room butt-on bookshelves, 6pm
toot ors. stone ,a's &
pretty wallpaper, beautiyou are thinking of selling
bedspreads
bowls
SALES manager's democontact one of our coune- fully landscaped COMO( lo
1991 Toyota Camry LE,
lamps Something lot
o,..s and proressional Many special features Pr- V-6, power windows, power
er
'
,one
age- e. at '53 '222 or stop iced to set 759-4155
locks, power seat. tilt,
by off, a: ' Main St
BY owner Great ex 2 bath cruise. arrefm cassette
ROBERTS Realty Cabbrick home wooded lot in sunroof, aluminum wheels
way County's oldest and quiet subdivision Central new tires. 33.XXX
03,500 Cat 753-4236 afmost reliable reel estate gas heat air 2 car garage
agency For all your real
ntenor completely rede- ter 6pm
estate needs call them tocorated Move in condition
YOU BRING WE SELL!
day at 753-1651' Syca
Owner ieaving area Must 753-7400
more and 12th St
sacrifice mid 70s East Y
SJtodiv mon 753-1468
495
•

ZEE

Yard Sale
Friday
8 a.m. - Noon

Yard Sale

WE SELL'

s;1

Boas
Motors
14FT Larson Craft Chn
stoner 18hp Evenrude
electrical start foot control
trolling motor comas with
trailer 436 5614 aftr 5pm
EiF T Lowe aluminum bass
boat. 50hp Evinrude motor
Minku:a trolting motor 2
locators & 2 tanks live well
& sate,ty equipment
52 700 Cal 502 474-8049
1972 .4OFT River Queen
house boat extra nice &
loacleci; $25 900 Call Dink
iris Moblte /lorries Parts
Tn 1 800 642 4891
,ft AstroGlass
1985 17,
dc 150 Mercury. excellent
condition
1 owner
753-8828

BY owner LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER 45 wooded
acres ROOM TO BUILD 8
miles from Murray, 1 mile to
KY take Hwy 94 2br. 1
bee! large ineingdining
room with stone hreplace.
central &Cheat, vaulted
ceilings, huge 2-car
garage-workshop new
wood cabinets w w car
pets, all appliances Move
in NOW Priced below ap
datsal Call 502 474 2769

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAMmETS
CUSTOM 110000w0elumb
All Types Of
Custom Woodworking
a ncll

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ts
•

• Droc.. By And See r_k• s•now-oc-- •
4011 Sonia, lawny (liali.aa
IlwaadY
753-5940

• .11
\2-.
.
40
1 0"
6-

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE
Tilling

Mow lig
Hedge Tr,rnening

Landscaping

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

-

753-8222

08i8ncs
is now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens Mugs Keychains. Buttons Magnetic Business
Cwds, Kites Balloons. Desk Accessories Memo
Bards, Pins and Many Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306 (P,, or Fax)
'

We accept Visa or MasterCard

HUN HALL

HEATING,COOLING Si ELECTRIC,Inc
Central testiteng

Cooing SOIlitCO I ketallatrop
Electrical Stem, 4 Sletatiation
Licensed Gas Merchant

rze,
.4.amai,

Murray, KY

...4,
04i.

(502) 43S-4e

EXCELLENT quality & floor
Pan awaits you in this new
home Great room formal
oin,ng room seperate
'Ocher" 3br 2 bath Only
$98 500 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS• 5224
FRESH or the market' 3br
brick home wth attached
garage iocated near univer sity Priced to sell at
563 000 MLS* 024 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
HOME for sale by owner
753-6235
HOME LOANS Quick cash
loarteon your home or commercial property' No coedit
or income required bankruptcy OH divorce OK pay
off land contract Sete es
tates Ust the money for any
purpose Brokers Wel
come ACTION LOAN
COMPANY
/ 800 775 2736 nights
502-451 3420
NEW 3br 2 bat with whet
pool rub cathedral ceding
in living room & dining
arge kitchen 2 car garage
N 16th across from Sulk
vans Golf Course Call
492 8873 or 492 8238 from
6 10prn evenings
REDUCED' 1931sq ft for
$65000 1712 Ryan, 3br. 2
bath brick ranch fireplace,
privacy fence,"oserier financing 7534703
RUSTIC house on 3 acres
Southwest school dogtrot,
30X40 meta shop 16X16
patio deck 3br 2 bele
central gas heat & air
569 500 Serious inquires
only 492 8600 after 5pm

Yens
1986 DODGE Caravan SE
1 owner, exceptionally
maintained. highway miles
immaculate condition
53.995 436-2669
1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
van, very nice 753-7269
1992 FORD Aercetar Sell
or trade for truck
753-0603

Al AL S hauling yard
work MP* removal mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683
A 1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn rernodling
decks homes built no lob
to small. tree estimates
Call J&C Coristruction
436 5398

1983 RANGER, auto. prs,
pfti air, bed-low, tool box,
aluminum wheels, rebuilt
motor, new Vansmosuon,
Icyc , good condition,
white, 51,750 Call
753-8836.

GMC S15 Poo oxid con
dition, 98 XXX miles,
shot 53 000 Top
a
pira
ert swb Hi up MIN,
oo Call 435 4577,41/4

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after 4pm

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
future repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

CUSTOM bush hogging
& tilling (up to &deep)
489-2995

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs additiOnS and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

BILL'S Window Peening.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential/Commercial
753-5934-

weep

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating. Cooling & Electric
Inc Service, sales and in
stallatxxi (502) 435-4699
435-4327
GAIL'S Creative Designs
Computer embroidery.
9arn-2pm. 753-5745.
GUPTONS'S LAWN
CARE Lowest rates, best
care, free estimates
489-2590 '
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows vinyl flooring
436-2052

LIGHT hauling tree trimming and removal Call
753-2320 leave message

THE GsJOADI Co Seamles
aluminum gutters wafer
of caters Licensed in
sured Estimate available
750-4690

WALKER'S cut & vim Fret
estimates 436-2784
,
WANTED yards to mow
odd jobs, gutters to dean
Reasonable rates, free as
umates Cat 753-9048 All
work guaranteed
WHOLESALE carpet sales
& installation Residential
or commercial Randy Lee
502 474 2796
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

(502) 753-9317

474-8267
LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
77EE
.,;
:37:A.A7E11
Experienced - Dependable

For the best rates & friendly service...

, Call 489-2590
Ai!thoruad
BRIGGS & STRATTON
ind KOHLER
Same Casa

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
Industrial Road

101

P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers

Also Repair Work

Kruus Lamb
Richard Lomb

_11\

753-2925

BLUEGRASS
LA1--N
Al
MAINTENANCE

1
,

....

Mowing • Trimming

, ...--, )

Edging

!'lg .lawn‘.
f4 quality
j
io
When you Won1:i

care

Business & P. .. rii,ritiol tow,-. 1

Ask about
Sr C,0,:ens
Disc mints

13

exp
he
tior
if hi
ma;
by i

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

753-1916

Call Us Today!

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

Insured • Bonded

Experienced builder of houses
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large Or too
small

1

II
are
bid(
so.'
mei
spa
het

Cl/ AJ•4INt,

William Duncan
Building Contractor

N...1.....71,... .....!

op

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

HOROSCOPES
'3,

ilk

The
Sot
IN
4 11
5•

CLASSIFIED

FRIDAY,APRIL I, 1994

HomplisOh,

Sam

VCR REPAIR Wood VCG
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repair.
$35 Free estimates Roue
1 Alm Open 9-12 15
Mon Fri 753-0530

HEETROCK finishing,
L&L LAWN SERVICE comtextured ceilings Larry
mercial or residential, free
Chnsman 492-8742.
estimates Call 753-4001
after 5pm
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
MOWING, mulching and
line of equipment Free eslawn care Free estimates
timates Day or night.
489-2280 or 753-9216
753-5484
MULCH delivered Murray
WILL mow yards light
436-5560
work odds & ends Free
PLUMBING repairman with estimates 436-2809
same day service Call
WINDOW & door repair &
436-5255
installation 753-2330
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
FREE puppies Beagle
ROOFING, vinyl siding & Chow. & German Shepard
replacement windows 30 mix Have had first shots
years experience Free es 753-7797
timates Call 753-6158
FREE to good home Lab &
SEAMLESS gutters in- Chow mix puppies. 6mo
stalled, residential or com- old 1 blonde male, 1 red
mercial. Servall Gutter Co female Can 759-4655
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

4

•I

JERRY GREEN

II*

1991 FORD Supercab, extra nice boded 40,XXX
miles 1991 Ford Explorer,
Eddie Bauer Edition extra
me. 70 XXX mks Dere
753-5341
nights
436 2640

KITCHEN CABINET RE

CHIM Chlm Chimney FACING Make your old

ANTENNA Repair and in
stallation Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and ample
tiers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901 642-4077

C01.111110111-1A1 & INOUSflUAL

• Weekly.
Bi-Weekly.
or Dee-Time
Services
• Free estimates

1988 FORD tun size
Bronco. while with blue intenor, auto. pit pb air, et,
cruse, V-8, sharp truck,
$6.350 502'875-4050
idealer)
1988 RANGER blue vr/
striping, chrome rims sunroof bedliner arnlin cas
setts, excellent condition
52 XXX moles Must seal
$5,400 negotiable
474-2272 Ask for Keith or
leave message

C & C Painting. 75.3 0884

JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens breaking de
lung tilling Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush
hogging Reasonable
rates .753-3413

For a clean sweep...

1973 CHEVY '4 Ion V-8,
seek good body, very dependable $1.000 Phone
436-2869
1981 CHEW pick-up, long
wheel base, stock shift, normal condition $1,400
436-2102

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes tor
motor home, boats. RVs
and MC Excellent protection, high quakty, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

GUPTON'S
1971 FORD 1 -ton good
cloncrtion 62200 or trade
for Chevy 4x4 492 8516

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436-5560

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986

AIA tree service, Removal,
trimming, hauling & Clean
up 492-8254

ITS time to start thinlung
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne's Lawn Sir
vice 489-2342 Free est
mates Reesonabie rates

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing, concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

BACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic
Systems R H Nesbitt. Masonry Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

1 1 1 A an around mowing,
trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528

BREAKING & disking gar
dens Yard landscaping
bush hogging & mulching
Frio* esernates 436 5430

new again with FOITOGS AM
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560

WE SELL'

Services
Mated

HEATING Ron Hal Heat
rig Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replace
merit and °omelets install
Son Licensed gas installer
Phone 436-4699

Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

530

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Serveat All work guaran
t••cl
753 1134 or
436 5832

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759,1615.

USED boats, motors. trailers & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repttio1111
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

.pt

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

At Al Al Joe's mowing
muldwig rung tree re
movie Free estimates
436 2867

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

19FT Mastercraft ski boat
excellent condition, 425
hours, custom trailer &
boom pole 75.3-7721 after
5pm

YOU BRING
753-7400

1 1 I A Hauling wee trim
ming tree removal, dean
ing out sheds ailwa & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

Call
759-1588

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based oil your own
date of birth, call I-90)-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you ,99
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Defer to those with greater financial
expertise and money worries will
become a thing of the past. This
coming summer, your creative talents will win you widespread
respect as well as extra cash. Look
for exciting opportunities in October. Family life turns more harmonious when you reduce your outside
commitments. December brings a
successful family reunion and the
promise of renewed romance. A
change of residence is possible
before next Valentine's Day.
CELEBRITIES.BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Debbie
Reynolds. basketball player Kevin
Duckworth. actress Ali McGraw,
pianist Eddy Duchin.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Quick financial maneuvering clinches an important deal. Your efforts to
further your education begin to pay
off. A community project gives you
the opportunity to make friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May--20Y;
A good day for work, trips and family unity. You can rejoice that you
made a decision which improved
your life in many ways. Turn to art
and literature if seeking inspiration.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): A
conference reveals that you may
have to travel soon, or even change
your home base temporarily. If you
feel envy, admit it to yourself hut to
no one else.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be
a peacemaker. Guard against trouble
by avoiding someone who is deceitful or spiteful. Someone may try to
block your business effguls. Keep
your temper in check while devising
a new strategy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A busy

eork clay means that good things are
headed your way. This evening. your
conversational skills will win you
new admirers. Clarify your views
when talking with a loved one.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22; A
friend could oppose you in a financial tug of war. Opt for a common
sense approach to this dilemma; a
compromise will save the day'.
Romance is a guessing game.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
sudden upset is possible this morning. The afternoon would be a much
better time to deal with family methtiers or authority figures. A period of
quiet reflection aids your thinking.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You-are in the spotlight now and can
make real career progress. Seize an Is.
opportunity to demonstrate your leadership abilities in a convincing
way; a co-worker's support is easy

LE
ap
Pr

to Secure'.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. .
21): Diligence pays off on the pro- •
fessicinal from. Do your hotnework
and wider public rec?gnition
follow. A clever ideascouki
through your mind this afternoon.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Emphasize your independence in .
career and business Matters:, You
have plenty to say about a financial
arrangement and are not inclined to
,
honey-coat your words.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Felr. 18): •
Take advantage of a splendid,
;
cial opportunity. Action and good "
luck go hand-in-hand. One of gour
pet theories is about to be tested!:. • 'PISCES Web. 19-March 20):
Friends may find it difficult to get a :
direct answer from you regarding a.
real estate or financial matter. Cèn•
tinue to keep your own counsel.'

TODAY'S CHILDREN have a strong sense of purpose and rarely stray
from the Lourvc they vet themselves. Underlying a calm, somewhat placid
exterior 1..1 deep aell of energy and courage. Highly individualistic. these
Aries are not sh) about espressing their views. They
ve remarkable pow•
er of persuasion and are ideally suited to a career law or,politics. Strong
debater., they enjoy defending their beliefs in the
e iirf opposition. The
ideal rornantiL partner will share their commitment to
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him from employing perfectly natuSouth dealer
ral bids This is not to say that all
Both incise vulnerable
conventions are to be avoided, but
NORTH
rather that a player is best advised
•Q 6
to choose his cenventions carefully
•K Q 10 98 3
One of the artificial bids that has
•Q 7
become popular in recent years is
•A J 3
called the Texas Transfer The conEAST
WW1'
vention is used in response to a one
•1098 3
•K 7 5 2
•A2
(or two) notrump opening bid If
•76 6
responder jum pr. directly to four dia•86 5 3
• 10 4
monds, he is asking opener to bid
•Q 10 4
•98 T 2
four hearts, while if responderjumps
SOUTH
to four hearts, he is asking opener to
•A J 4
J4
bid four spades (In the latter case
especiall), there is a substantial
• A K J 92
danger that one player or the other
•K 6 5
wilPinomentarily forget he is playThe bidding:
ing Texas, with disastrous conseNorth East
South West
quences.)
Pass
4•
Pass
1 NT
Today's deal from a national
Pass
4
4 NT
Pass
team-of-four match demonstrates
5?
6•
Pass
the advantage of Texas. At the first
Opening lead — nine of clubs.
In general, the majority of play- table, the bidding followed tradiers are opposed to most artificial tional lines: 1 NT — 3•— 3 NT —
bidding conventions — and wisely 6?. and East led the ten of spades.
so. They prefer to use more natural There was no way for declarer to
methods wherein if partner bids make the slam and he went down
spades he has spades, if he bids one.
At the second table, the Northhearts he has hearts, and so on.
But as a player becomes more South pair was using Texas. As a
experienced and more sophisticated, result, they reached six hearts with
he is tempted to add new conven- the strong hand,South,as declarer.
tions to his arsenal of weapons. And With West on lead against the slam,
if he is by nature gadget-minded, he it was impossible to defeat the conmay soon find himeelfweighted down tract and South chalked up an easy
by a hostofconventions that prevent 1,430 points.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

Tea years age
A bed of S45,500 was enough
for First Baptist Church to purchase the vacant lot adjacent to
church parking lot next to Murray
City Hall on South Fifth Street.
The lot was sold by Mrs. G.C.
Ashcraft through Dan Miller
Auction Service
Marine Pfc. Paul E. Denton,
son of Shirley Lamb, is serving
with 31st Marine Amphibious
Unit, based at Kanoke Bay,
Hawaii.
Charles Hoke and Steve Tidwell, eighth graders at Calloway
County Middle School, are pictured with their science project at
the School Science Fair,
Lesa Gaye Ellis and Dennis
Kevin Roman were married Feb.
4 at First Baptist Church, Jackson, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby
will be married for 65 ears on

April 2.
Twenty years age
Lisa Hoke, seventh grader at
Almo School, and Suzette Hughes, senior at Calloway County
High School, were winners of
essay contest on "My Community's Hentage ,— How It Should
Be Preserved," sponsored by Zeta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Fire damaged the home of Mr.
and Mrs. David Crick at Almo
Heights one March 29.
Greg Howard and Cindy Mills
were elected by students as Mr.
and Miss Calloway County High
School for 1984.
Nancy Carolyn Buchanan and
the Rev. Charles William Hart
were married March 4 at West
Jerusalem Baptist Church and
Garden of Gethsemane on Mt. of
Olives in Israel while on a tour of
The Holy Land. Rev. Hart is pas-

DEAR ABBY: I am a linguist
who teaches English at a university
in California.
Language has always fascinated
me, and one phenomenon that I
have noticed-recently is the overuse
of the word "basically." Have you
noticed this?
At an international conference
for English teachers I attended last
year, I kept rrunning tally of the
times I heard the word "basically."
Within one 50-minute session, one
presenter used "basically" 12 times!
I told my mother about it, and
she wrote the following poem:
BASICALLY
rve heard things described from

A to Z
And they always start out, "basically."
It's basically good, or basically
bad
It's basically happy, or basically
sad.
It's swept through the nation
like a great big flood
"Basically*,is basically in everyone's blood.
When you get down to basics,
basically fo; me
I hear it and tune it out automatically.
Basically has become a boring
refrain,.
SICK OF BASICALLY
IN FRESNO

BLONDIE

DEAR 1MCR:I, too, ale sick at
"basically." Overusing a word
indicates a limited vocabulary. I
nominate "for the most part" as
an acceptable alternative for
"basically."
•••

DEAR ABBY: My problem is one
I rarely see addressed in your column. I have a daughter who is 5
years old and in kindergarten. She
has been taught not to talk to
strangers. Unfortunately, strangers
don't seem to want to leave her
alone. We cannot go to the grocery
store without some man — usually
older — speaking to her or touching
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
SEC
I VED
I VOR
ALA
DIAL
AURA

paths
40 Apiece
(abbr.)
41 Soft lump
43 Memo abbr.
44 Asian ox
46 Acting award
48 UK's
language
50 Kiln
53 Astronaut's
ferry
55 Short for
Augustus
57 Evergreen
shrub
58 Cultivated
61 Meadow
63 A continent
(abbr)
64 compass pt.
65 Inelegant
68 Superlative
ending
69 Indian nurse
70 Charge for
services

1 Next to Sat.
4 Oh dear!
8 Cook in het
fat
11 Most
gluttonous
13 Falsehood
14 — and
behold'
15 Free (of)
16 People
18 Playwright —
Beth
20 Pro — (for
the time
being)
22 It's cold'
23 Anglo-Saxon
slave
25 Temp. unit
27 Denomination
30 Historic

period
32 Actor Ayres
34 The (Ger.)
35 While
37 Drainage
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cousins
2 Concerning
3 Comparative
ending
4 Helped
5 Author John
— Carte
6 Remains of
fire
7 Pencil
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DEAR MURIEL: You are
rightly
disturbed
when
strangers approach your daughter, but please remember that
older people were brought up in
a time when violence was not so
widespread and children were
taught to be friendly.
Most strangers mean no
harm, but because there is no
way to know who is harmless
and who is not you must continue to teach your daughter to
be wary of all strangers. You
must also teach her how to
respond to strangers and how
to fight back and get away if
necessary.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

rvE HAD

I GUESS 10e
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Last summer, we had a frightening experience when a strange man
grabbed her and tickled her roughly. It took my hysterical screaming
to get him to let go of her, and then.
he acted like I was a nut.
When I try to explain to these
men that my daughter is not
allowed to talk to strangers, they
invariably say, "It's all right; I'm a
grandfather!" (As though that
ensures he's not a pervert.)
How am I supposed to act? Perverts don't wear signs to identify
themselves. So'how do I know who
is OK and who is not?
MURIEL D. IN WASHINGTON

'DR. GOTT

CALVIN and HOBBES

ALEX'S FRIENDS eft STARING
AT ME. THEY'RE STARING
SicAusE rat OLD. STARING
AT 101 OLO FACE._ STARING
AT MY OLD LAOS CUITHES
...TIEN WIT BELIEVE ALEX
IS Di1146 sas1Wee 50 OLD...

array
Zeta Depailment o
Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
W.R. Perry spoke at FatherSon Banquet of Murray Training
School Chapter of Future Farmers of America James Outland,
president, presided. Honorary
memberships were presented to
Arlie Scott of Murray State College Agriculture Department
faculty, and Esco Gunter, director
of MTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter V. Tyler
were married for 50 years on
March 28.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pius, March
24.
Lochie Faye Hare junior at
University of Missoun, Columbia, will be featured in a dance
number at special program there
April 2 and 3. She is the daughter
°Ulu _and Mrs. George Hart

Methodist Churcikes.
Thirty years ago
Keith E. Hill of Murray has
been elected to the office of vice
president of District I of Kentucky Jaycees.
Almo 4-H Club won both the
Club Act and Specialty Act at
Calloway County 4-H Club
Talent Show held at Little Chapel
of Murray State College. "My
Old Kentucky Home" was theme
of Fivb—act and "Madam President" of specialty ace
Hugh F. Story, boatswain's
mate second class, USN, is serving aboard stores ship, USS Grafhas, operating out of San Francisco, Calif.
Pvt. Byron Furgerson Jr. is stationed at Fort Gordon, Ga.
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller spolke on "Where
There's A Will" at a meetins of
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AND IT SAYS HERE TWAT
NO ONE kAS BEEN KNOWN
TO NAVE BEEN STRUCK BY
A FALLING METEORITE..
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38 Weep
idRR 38 Nautical rope
39 — Paulo.
Brazil
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accommodation
45 Actress
Francis
47 Snakelike fish
49 Ravine
51 Intelligence
52 "— the night
before
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PEANUTS
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remnant
8 Blazed
9 — Tin Tin
(movie dog)
10 Affirmative
11 Sticky stuff
12 Code dot
17 Married
woman's title
19 Less than two
21 Thawing
24 Unit of energy
28 — whiz!
28 Fair grade
29 —
31
Wiedersehen
33 Twisted
35 Many years

Christmas.
'
54
56
58
59
60
62
64
67
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Living down
South, I'm plagued by year-round
allergies. I began using a nasal spray
six months ago, and I find myself
addicted to it If! don't use it two to
three times a day, I become congested
and stopped up. How can I overcome
this?
DEAR READER: Most nasal sprays
cause "rebound": increased congestion after more than a week or two of
use. In this situation, unsuspecting
patients use more and more nose
spray, thereby aggravating, rather
than curing, the problem. Nose sprays
should only be used for brief periods
to relieve nasal congestion.
In my view, you should discontinue
the spray. To get you "over the hump"
— and, perhaps, to control your allergies in the future — I suggest an oral
antihistamine, such as Hismanal or
Claritin.
Your doctor may wish to prescribe
such a product to lessen your symptoms. Or he may merely ask you to
use the antihistamine temporarily,
while you're awaiting your appointment with an allergist.
I believe you should see such a specialist, because you need to know
what you're allergic to and how to
avoid it, when possible. If you are
especially sensitive to pollens, dust or
other substances from which you cannot escape, you may be helped by
desensitization injections. The allergist can advise you.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Allergies." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York,
NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My 8-year-old
daughter has been diagnosed with
Turner's syndrome. I've asked her
doctor to explain the situation to me,
but he does it in such clinical terms
that this confuses me even more. Can
you provide the information I'm seeking?
DEAR READER Turner's syndrome, also known as gonadal dysgenesis, is due to an inherited absence of
one of the two X chromosomes in
women. It occurs once per 3,000 live
female births, leading to a characteristic appearance of the newborn:
swelling of the extremities and loose
folds of skin over the back of the neck.
In older children, the syndrome
causes webbing of the neck, short
stature, a wide chest, moles, short angers, narrowing of the aorta, and saw
ual underdevelopment. Although
there is no treatment or cure and girls
with Turner's syndrome cannot mow
duce, they can otherwise lead nomad
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Mrs Vera Maisie A yatt,
kr 1. Dresden, lcnn . died Tuesday at
Henry County Nursing Home, Palls. lean
She was married Jan 6. 1925. 14, Doyle Halford
yam. who died
Mardi 20, 1972 One km. John Franklin lksati and a brother, Chadic
Sanders. also preseded her in death
Born June V, iv07, an Muria). she was the daughter ol the late Willum Felix Sanders and Heim Nvrin Sanders She was a member
of
Aest Parrs Baptist Churar
&anis-ors uklude use sons, Haltord R Wyatt, Collins, Mo . Robert
H %yam, Mdlington, lean.. Cabin B Wyatt, Dresden. Tenn.
and
Donald K Wyatt and Ronald H
Nau. Henry, Tenn . three sisters,
Mrs Alice C Films and Mrs. Opal l Gibson, Paris. and Mrs
Goldic
M Webb, Camden. Tenn., one brother. Henry Sanders.
PRIUtiefiCe.
IS grandchildren. 21 greal-grandshildren. one great-great-gran
dchild.
Funeral rites arc today at I p rn in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
"slorti,ians, Paris. Tenn. The Re% Butk Morton is officiating.
Pallbearers are Sammy Wynn. Keith Andrews, Jeremy Martin.
James
sail, Richard Wyatt and Jason Wyatt. Burial will follow in
New Bethel Cemeter)

EPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916

TRUCKLOAD BEDDING

4'

Services for Hoyt McClure will be Friday at 2 p.m at Hazel Baptist
Church, where he was a member The Rev Tam Adcock will abeam
Music will be by The King's Sons.
Pallbearers will be James Alton, Frank Turner. Wallace Laurier,
Charles Guthrse. Jerry White and Jerry Hicks, active; Rob Miller, Ernie Garland, Bob Cook, J.B. Dover, Joe Adams, Gene Miller, Russ
Taylor, Velma Miller, Debbie Rhodes. Floyd Barrow, Glen Barnett
and Bud Myers, honorary.
Burial will follow in Old Salem Cemetery with arrrangemenu by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel where friends may call .after 2 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mr. McClure, 81, Hazel, died Tuesday at 5 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of the Water Department of the City of Hazel,
he was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
One son. Loyd Allen McClure, and two sisters, Mrs. Lavelle
McClure and Ms. Lola Mae McClure, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nancy Mohundro McClure; one
son, Max McClure and wife, Ruth Ann, Cadiz; two sisters, Mrs.
Lorene Gcunn and husband, James, Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs. Opal
Holland and wife, Porter, Murray; one brother, Bill McClure and wife,
Imogene. Murray; a brother-in-law, Floyd McClure, Murray.
Also surviving are three grandchildren, Kim Rutherford and husband. Bill, Puryear, Tenn., Debbie Belva and husband, Mark, Hopkinsville. and Tern Traughbcr and husband, Kevin, Paducah; three
great-grandchildren, Brian Belva, Aubrey Traughber, and Erin
Traughber. several nieces and nephews.

Vernon F. Williams
The funeral for Vernon F. Williams was today at II a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Henry Hargis officiated.
Pallbearers were Junior Alton, James Earl Williams, Jim Morris,
Joe Bolin, Ernest Hendricks and J.D.Williams. Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 63, North Sixth Street, Murray. died Monday at 9:55
p.m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

McGaughey speaks at West
Kentucky Press meeting
Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of the Murray State University
department of journalism and radio-television, made a presentation
on advertising sales at the spring
meeting of the West Kentucky Press
Association held March 18 in Paducah. The presentation dealt with
Ups on closing sales, use ofcooperative advertising and new technical
areas for expanding sales.

3 BIG
TRUCKLOADS HAVE JUST
ARRIVED AT WOODCRAFTERS
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE!
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EXTRA SPECIAL!
Sealy Ortho
Twin
Full
Queen .4.
King

Only At
Woodcrafters
in Murray

Sealy Exqu
Extra Firm
Twin..
Full
UR
Queen ... 449
Ki

401'

HI WARD
LYONS

pc FREE
Bed
Frame
Delivery
w any '399
purchase

Our Best Investment Is You.
1,1

Interest
For 12
Long
Months
w any '399
purchase
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Frankel Bedding
Comfort Deluxe - Firm
Twin
Full
Queen
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Simply pick up
one of these,
and you'll pick up
$1,000.
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Also representing the University
at the meeting were Dr. Ann
Landini, Dr. Allen White, Orville
Herndon, and JRT students Shelley
English of Paducah and Allison
Millikan of Marion.
Mahican, the newly-elected editor-in-chief of The Murray State
News,received the $400 West Kentucky Press Association scholarship
for 1994.

59e,
'79„
'
199 set
when sold in sets
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Frankel Bedding
Pillow Top Luxury Firm

Sealy Simmons
Extra Firm
Twin

*89 .a

$3116Lfull..........
$39980
$599.0

Queen ...
King

pc

$109 .8 pc.'
$299 ..t
$399

..'Ohr Kohler engine and hydrostatic
transno.sion. the SunStar garden ink tor
will make yard work easier. Buy onr now
and voull also receive a SLOCC instant
rehate.• Stur m arid test drive onr t, yla%
at your Sully/kit; dealer
na.oar ty ammoawls
Lerma sne oss,
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GALLERIES
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Simplicity
Outdoor Power
Equipment

Innovation brought
down to earth.

Lamb's Small Engine
8

a.m .-5

p.m. Mon.-Sat.

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925
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